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Ectopic transcription due to inappropriately inherited histone methylation may 

interfere with the ongoing function of terminally differentiated cells 

By Juan D. Rodriguez, MS 

Many human neurodevelopmental disorders are caused by de novo mutations in histone modifying 

enzymes. These patients have craniofacial defects, developmental delay, intellectual disability and 

behavioral abnormalities, but it remains unclear how the mutations lead to such developmental defects. 

Here we take advantage of the invariant C. elegans lineage, along with a unique double mutant in the 

H3K4me1/2 demethylase SPR-5/LSD1/KDM1A, and the H3K9 methyltransferase MET-2/SETDB1 to 

address this question. We demonstrate that spr-5; met-2 double mutant worms have a severe chemotaxis 

defect that is dependent upon the ectopic expression of germline genes in somatic tissues. In addition, by 

performing single-cell RNAseq, we find that germline genes begin to be ectopically expression widely in 

spr-5; met-2 embryos. However, surprisingly we found that spr-5; met-2 mutants have no somatic lineage 

defects p to the 200-cell stage of embryogenesis. This suggests that the altered chemotaxis behavior 

may be due to ongoing defects in terminally differentiated cells rather than a defect in development. To 

test this directly, we used RNAi to shut off the ectopic expression of germline genes in L2 spr-5; met-2 

larvae, which have a fully formed nervous system. Remarkably, we find that shutting off the ectopic 

germline expression rescues normal chemotaxis behavior in the same adult worms that previously had a 

chemotaxis defect at the L2 stage. This suggests that ongoing ectopic transcription can block normal 

behavior in a fully intact nervous system. These data raise the possibility that intellectual disability and 

altered behavior in neurodevelopmental syndromes, caused by mutations in histone modifying enzymes, 

could be due to ongoing ectopic transcription and may be reversible. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction: 

Histone Modifications and Chromatin 

Remodeling Proteins 
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1. Histone modifications 

The nucleosome is composed of four histones, H3, H4, H2A, H2B and is 

assembled in an octamer manner, with two copies of each core histone (Marino-Ramirez 

et al., 2005). The nucleosome is a structure where 147 base pairs of DNA is wrapped 

around a core of histone proteins. This structure is referred to as chromatin. Chromatin is 

thought to enable DNA to be packaged into the nucleus. This structural arrangement also 

provides a dynamic environment for diverse remodeling factors that need to interact with 

the chromatin. In addition to the core histones, there are variants of these histones, such 

H2A.Z, H2A.X, and H3.3. All these histones are highly conserved in all eukaryotic 

organisms, including the linker histone H1, which binds to the nucleosomal core to protect 

the free linker DNA (Hergeth et al., 2015) 

Histone phosphorylation  

Histone modifications can regulate gene expression post-translationally (PTMs). 

Like all the modifications, histone phosphorylation is highly dynamic. The amino acids on 

the histone that can be phosphorylated are Serine (S), Threonine (Thr) and Tyrosine (Y). 

Phosphorylation takes place on the N-terminal of the histone tail. The addition of a 

phosphoryl group (PO3) adds a negative charge, resulting in more open chromatin. 

Phosphorylation of H2A.X plays an important role during DNA Damage repair (Firsanov 

et al., 2011). For this and other reasons, it is very important that histone modifications can 

be dynamically regulated, particularly during development. 

Histone methylation 

Histone methylation can alter the chromatin structure, changing the chromatin to 

open or more compact. The addition of methyl group occurs on the Lysine(K) or Arginine 
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(R) of the histone N-terminal tail. Methylation alters chromatin through the binding of 

readers (see below). The methylation could be mono-, di-, or trimethylation. H3K4 

methylation is associated with active chromatin. Monomethylation of H3K4 is often 

associated with enhancers, promoters and at the transcription start site (TSS), where it is 

thought to help with transcription initiation (Pekowska et al., 2011). H3K4 methylation is 

facilitated by the COMPASS complex which is recruited to genes by RNA polymerase II. 

As a result, H3K4 methylation is thought to be transcription-coupled. This makes it a good 

candidate to be functioning as an epigenetic memory of transcription (see below). 

Consistent with H3K4 methylation being transcriptionally coupled, the pattern of H3K4 

methylation matches RNA polymerase II occupancy. Trimethylation on H3K4 is primarily 

enriched at transcriptional start sites (TSSs), while di-methylation extends into the gene 

body (Pekowska et al., 2011). In addition, a small peak of monomethylation is also found 

at the end of genes, presumably due to polymerase stalling prior to falling off DNA. On 

the other hand, a methyl group on H3K9 tends to be associated with repressed chromatin, 

which is referred to as heterochromatin (Padeken et al., 2022). H3K9 methylation is found 

primarily at transposable elements, satellite repeats and telomeres, where transcription 

silencing is necessary. In addition, H3K9 methylation is also found at some genes that 

are transcriptionally repressed. Another repressive histone modification is H3K27 

methylation. For example, in C. elegans MES-2 is an H3K27 methyltransferase.  The 

MES proteins are part of a protein family, with MES 2,3 and 6 forming the highly 

conserved Polycomb repressive protein complex. H3K27 methylation is required for 

normal germline development in C. elegans (Holdeman et al 1998).  

Histone acetylation 
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Histones can also be acetylated. The amino acid that can be acetylated is Lysine 

(K). The addition of an acetyl group by histone acetyltransferase (HAT) can partially 

neutralize the positive charge of histones, resulting in more open chromatin. An acetyl 

group can also be removed by a histone deactylase (HDAC). For example, in C.elegans 

the NURD complex, composed of MEP-1, LET-418 and HAD-1, regulates the somatic 

pattern of gene expression by removing an acetyl group (Unhavaithaya et al., 2002). The 

dynamic of addition and removal of the acetyl group is also required for the proper 

development of the zygote.  

Histone ubiquitination 

Histones ubiquitination is primarily thought to occur on H2A and H2B. The 

ubiquitination of H2A and H2B is in transcription regulation, chromatin maintenance, and 

DNA repair. The H2Aub is normally associated with gene silencing, while H2Bub is 

associated with transcription activation. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) 

experiments have shown that this histone ubiquitination is primarily found in the satellite 

regions of the genome, and in the gene body of transcriptionally active genes (Cao et al., 

2012).  

2. Chromatin 

Cellular differentiation is controlled by temporal gene expression and epigenetics 

factors. The epigenetic state will regulate the expression of genes. In eukaryotic 

chromosomes, genes can be transcriptionally inactive or active. Under a closed or 

compacted chromatin state, the transcription is mostly silenced or lowered in expression. 

This state of chromatin is known as heterochromatin. This state also protects the DNA, 

which can be access by the chromatin remodeling machinery. Heterochromatin has been 
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categorized into two types, facultative and constitutive heterochromatin. Constitutive 

heterochromatin is a persistent repressed state of chromatin. Constitutive 

heterochromatin can be found in the telomeres of the chromosomes where the genes are 

be expressed (Saksouk et al., 2015). Facultative heterochromatin refers to the chromatin 

state where genes have been silenced but can switch to an active state during 

development. Euchromatin is transcriptionally active, which results in an open chromatin 

state making it accessible to transcription initiation factors. 

 

Chromatin remodeling complexes 

DNA stores all the genetic information, and epigenetics provides an additional 

layer of regulation. Chromatin modifying proteins interact with histones to change or 

maintain the chromatin state. For example, the chromatin remodeling complex SWI/SNF 

uses ATP to push away and separate the nucleosomes, making the chromatin accessible 

for the activation or inactivation of genes (Tang et al., 2010).  The SWI/SNF ATP-

dependent complex is highly conserved through all eukaryotes. Once the nucleosomes 

are pushed apart, one of the complexes that can access the chromatin is the COMPASS 

complex. The COMPASS complex functions in gene activation by adding an active 

modification, methylation of  lysine 4 on histone H3 (H3K4me). The addition of methyl 

groups to this histone correlates with the elongation of RNA polymerase. In C. elegans 

the core COMPASS subunit WDR-5 works together with the H3K4 methyltransferase 

SET-2 to enable RNA polymerase elongation (Wood et al., 2007).  

On the other hand, some protein complexes can repress and block transcription. 

For example, the highly conserved protein Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1), binds to 
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lysine 9 of histone H3 (H3K9me) to facilitate gene repression (Eskeland et al., 2007). 

Once HP1 binds H3K9 methylation, the methyltransferase adds additional H3K9 

methylation to spread gene repression. In humans, one of the H3K9 methyltransferases 

is SETDB1. In C. elegans the ortholog of SETDB1 is MET-2 (Delaney et al., 2022). In C. 

elegans there are two additional H3K9 methyltransferases SET-25 and SET-32 

(Woodhouse et al., 2018).  

Chromatin proteins are characterized into three categories: readers, writers and 

erasers. An example of a reader protein, is the protein HP1 which recognizes a histone 

that has been methylated at H3K9. A writer protein will add a new modification to the 

histone. Examples of writer proteins are histone methyltransferases (HMTs) which add a 

methyl group and histone acetyltransferases (HATs) which add an acetyl group. An 

eraser protein will remove a modification from a histone. For example, the Jumonji family 

proteins can remove a methyl group from a histone. Another example of an eraser in C. 

elegans is SPR-5, which is a demethylase protein (HDMs) that can remove mono or di-

methylation from H3K4. I will discuss SPR-5 and MET-2 more deeply later in this 

introduction. What makes the difference in the function of these three groups of chromatin 

proteins is their protein domains. The readers use a PHD zinc finger motif, Bromodomain, 

Chromodomain or Tudor domain to recognize a specific histone modifications locus. This 

helps to recruit other factors, such as chromatin remodeling enzymes. The 

methyltransferase writer proteins (i.e.MET-2) use a SET domain to add a methyl group. 

The SPR-5 demethylase (eraser) contains an amine oxidase demethylase domain, as 

well as TOWER and SWIRM domains that help SPR-5 interact with other proteins and 

access chromatin respectively (Eimer et al., 2002). 
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2.3 Epigenetic regulation during development 

Chromatin remodeling mechanisms are essential for the proper development of 

the zygote. Modifications like methylation can be added to DNA or histones and can be 

read, written, and erased by other proteins to control the accessibility of genes to the 

transcription machinery. This is required throughout the development of multicellular 

organisms for proper gene expression in different cells. In multicellular eukaryotes, 

heterochromatin serves two main functions; it silences the transcription of satellite repeats 

and transposons and it silences tissue-specific genes during development (Methot et al., 

2021). In contrast, euchromatin allows the transcription machinery to transcribe genes. 

During development, histone modifications change to create a balance between gene 

activation and gene repression. In addition, during development, some genes contain 

both the activating modification H3K4me3 and the repressive modification H3K27me3. 

Genes containing both modifications are known as bivalent. Bivalent chromatin is crucial 

during stem cell differentiation, which works as a safeguard for the appropriate 

differentiation of stem cells (Bernstein et al., 2006). Upon differentiation, bivalent 

chromatin converts to either active or repressed to help drive differentiation.  

During C. elegans embryogenesis, chromatin helps to specify the germline. For 

example, H3K36me that is added during the transcription of germline genes in the mother, 

is maintained in the early embryo by the transcription-independent H3K36 

methyltransferase MES-4. H3K36me serves as a “bookmark” for those germline genes 

which are in a quiescent state in the embryo, but will be expressed at the larvae stage 

(Furuhashi et al 2010). Another method of regulation is the control of germline gene 
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expression in somatic lineages. In C. elegans mutation of lin-35, a conserved member of 

the DREAM complex, results in ectopic expression of germline genes in somatic lineages 

(Goetsch et al 2017). This suggests that LIN-35 normally represses the expression of 

germline genes in the soma. This is an example of how repressive chromatin helps to 

specify cell fate. 

 

2.4 Histone methylation as a transcriptional memory 

Histone methylation can act as an epigenetic memory, which can be passed to the 

next generation. For example, the Gurdon laboratory showed during Somatic Cell Nuclear 

Transfer (SCNT), that genes expression in the donor nucleus can continue to be 

expressed in the recipient embryos and that this epigenetic memory of transcription is 

dependent upon Lysine 4 of Histone H3. High levels of H3K4me in the embryo are 

retained at genes that were transcriptionally active in the donor nucleus. Reducing the 

levels of H3K4me results in an improvement in obtaining cloned animals from SCNT. A 

similar scenario has been shown in different organisms. This suggests that H3K4me is a 

major barrier that limits proper nuclear transfer and transcriptional reprogramming (Ng 

and Gurdon et al., 2008).  

In C. elegans the P lineage (blastomere) contains high levels of H3K4me2. 

However, after P4 divides, the primordial germ cells Z2 and Z3 rapidly lose H3K4me2 

(Furuhashi et al 2010). The lack of H3K4me2 is conserved in the Drosophila germline in 

pole cells (Schaner et al., 2003). This conserved mechanism suggests that the absence 

of H3K4me2 and transcriptional repression is necessary for the proper maintenance of 

primordial germ cell fate. In C. elegans, when there is a failure to erase H3K4me at 
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fertilization, it can be inherited and accumulate throughout many generations (Katz et al., 

2009). Eventually after many generations, this results in the inappropriate retention of 

H3K4me2 in the primordial germ cells and sterility. This is consistent with H3K4me2 

erasure being required for fertility. 

  

3. Suppressor of presenilin (SPR) rescue of the egg-laying phenotype 

Interactions between genes can be identified through genetic suppressor screens. 

The suppressor of presenilin (SPR) genes, were identified in a suppressor screen for an 

egg-laying defect, caused by a mutation of the presenilin gene, sel-12 (Jarriault and 

Greenwald et al., 2002). Each of the five genes discovered can rescue the egg-laying 

defect, including spr-5, which is expressed in the germ line. SPR-5 has an amine oxidase 

domain that can regulate transcription by removing mono and dimethylation from the 

H3K4. SPR-5 is an ortholog of human KDM1A (LSD1). SPR-5 interacts with SPR-1 which 

is the C. elegans ortholog of the human CoREST, which acts as the core component of 

a corepressor complex with histone deacetylase enzymatic activity (Eimer et al., 2002). 

 spr-5 mutants show a progressive sterility phenotype over generations, referred to 

as germline mortality. This sterility phenotype correlates with the misregulation of 

spermatogenesis genes across generations due to the transgenerational accumulation of 

H3K4me2 (Katz et al., 2009). This suggests H3K4me2 can function as an epigenetic 

memory. SPR-5 suppresses the loss of the presenilin sel-12 by causing a second 

presenilin gene hop-1, which is functionally redundant to sel-12, to be ectopically 

expressed in the vulva. Hop-1 is normally only expressed in the germline. But when spr-
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5 is mutant, transgenerationally inherited H3K4me2 allows hop-1 to be expressed 

somatically.  

 

3.1 The methyltransferase MET-2 is a regulator of vulval cell-specification 

In C. elegans, loss of the H3K9 methyltransferase MET-2, a homolog of the human 

SETDB1, results in a multivulval phenotype and a germline mortality phenotype that is 

highly similar to spr-5 mutants (Andersen and Horvitz et al., 2007). This suggested that 

SPR-5 and MET-2 might synergistically cooperate to reestablish the epigenetic ground 

state at fertilization (Kerr et al., 2014). Our lab showed that spr-5; met-2 mutants have a 

synergistic maternal-effect sterility phenotype due to the inheritance of inappropriate 

H3K4me2 and loss of H3K9me2, which results in the ectopic expression of germline 

genes. MET-2 can also regulate vulval cell fate specification by repressing the expression 

of the lin-3 gene, which induces vulval development (Andersen and Horvitz et al., 2007). 

This function of MET-2 may occur directly in somatic lineages or indirectly through 

transgenerational inheritance.  

Summary 

In this dissertation, we investigated how chromatin enzymes could affect cell 

specification. We know that the chromatin state could influence in transcription. During 

these chapters, we investigated how histone methyltransferases and histone 

demethylases interact together. We have shown in C. elegans that SPR-5 and MET-2, 

work synergistically to reset epigenetic ground state, thus the zygote can develop 

properly. However, how SPR-5 and MET-2 can regulate cell specification is not well 

known. The main chapter 4, addressed this question, using the unique tool of the invariant 
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cell lineage of C.elegans. In the absence of SPR-5 and MET-2, we have shown that a 

group of germline genes express ectopically (Carpenter et al., 2021). However, we don’t 

know how the cell responds to this scenario. I have shown that cell lineage is resistant to 

this ectopic expression but is affecting the function of the fully differentiated cell, such as 

neurons. My work could provide a hint about some human diseases syndrome. For 

example, Kabuki syndrome is caused by a mutation in chromatin-modifying enzymes. 

The development of these children could have no defects but the function of their nervous 

system could be compromised and affect their function. As I showed with the worms, 

knocking down the ectopic expression of those upregulated genes in the fully developed 

worms, results in the rescue of the phenotype. With the Kabuki syndrome patients could 

be the same mechanism, the ectopic expression of certain genes could be affecting the 

function of the fully differentiated cells. 
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HMT= Histone methyltransferase, KDM=Lysine demethylase 

 

Chromatin modifiers proteins, Mammals and C. elegans names 

 

Enzymatic activity Mammals name C. elegans name References 

HMT H3K4m2/3 Setd1b set-2 Brici et al. 

(2017), Caron 

et al. (2022) 

HMT H3K4me2/3 Kmt2d, MII2,MII4 wdr-5(part of the 

MLL3/4 complex, 

COMPASS complex), 

set-2 

Andreu-Vieyra 

et al. (2010), 

Lee et al. 

(2019) 

HMT H3K36me3 Setd2 met-1 Xu et al. 

(2019), 

Cockrum et al. 

(2022)  

HMT H3K9me1/2 G9a, Ehmt2,Kmt1c met-2, set-25 Zylicz et al. 

(2018),  

Andersen et al. 

(2004) 

HMT H3K9me Setdb1 met-2, set-25 Kim et al. 

(2016), 

Andersen et al. 

(2004) 

HMT H3K27me2/3 Ezh2 (PRC2) mes-2, mes-3 and 

mes-6 ( part of the 

PcG complex) 

Erhardt et al. 

(2003), Strome 

et al. (1994) 

KDM H3K4me1/2 Kdm1a spr-5, amx-1, lsd-1 Wasson et al. 

(2016), Katz et 

al (2009) 

KDM H3K4me1/2 Kdm1b spr-5, amx-1, lsd-1 Stewart et al. 

(2015), Katz et 

al (2009) 

KDM H3K27me3 KDM6A, utx jhdm-1, utx-1 Yang et al. 

(2016), 

Cockrum et al. 

(2022) 

Chromatin 

remodeler 

Brg1(SWI/SNF) swsn-1, swsn-9 Bultman et al. 

(2006), 

Mathies et al. 

(2020) 

Chromatin 

remodeler (repress 

complex) 

Co-REST spr-1 Carpenter and 

Scott et al. 

(2023), 

Jarriault et al. 

(2002) 
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Abstract The last several years have seen an increasing number of examples of 
transgenerational epigenetic inheritance, in which phenotypes are inherited for three or 
more generations without changes to the underlying DNA sequence. One model system 
that has been particularly useful for studying transgenerational epigenetic inheritance is 
C. elegans. Their short generation time and hermaphroditic reproduction have allowed 
multiple transgenerational phenotypes to be identified, including aging, fertility, and 
behavior. However, it is still not clear how transgenerational epigenetic inheritance from 
the germline affects embryogenesis. Fortunately, the C. elegans embryo has a unique 
property that makes it ideal for addressing this question: they develop via an invariant 
lineage, with each cell undergoing stereotypical cell divisions to adopt the same cell fate 
in every individual embryo. Because of this invariant cell lineage, automated lineage 
tracing and single-cell RNA-seq can be employed to determine how transgenerational 
epigenetic inheritance from the germline affects developmental timing and cell fate. 
Unfortunately, difficulties with these techniques have severely limited their adoption in 
the community. Here, we provide a practical guide to automated lineage tracing coupled 
with single-cell RNA-seq to facilitate their use in studying transgenerational epigenetic 
inheritance in C. elegans embryos  
 
Key words: C. elegans, Lineage tracing, Single-cell RNAseq, Epigenetic 
transgenerational inheritance, Germ cells 
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INTRODUCTION 

The germline is a highly specialized tissue that produces gametes by the specialized 

cell division of meiosis. Gametes serve as the repository of all information that will be 

passed from one generation to the next. Predominantly, this information is encoded 

genetically in DNA. However, over the last few years, there have been an increasing 

number of examples of transgenerational epigenetic phenotypes not encoded by 

changes in the DNA sequence itself. This much rarer mode of inheritance has been 

documented in organisms ranging from yeast to humans and has been proposed to 

occur via mechanisms like small non-coding RNAs, DNA methylation, and histone 

modifications [ 1, 2 ]. Studying epigenetic transgenerational inheritance is difficult in 

systems with a slow generational time, because of the time and effort it takes to monitor 

multiple generations. Studying epigenetic transgenerational inheritance can also be 

complicated by genetic variation, which can contribute to phenotypes not directly 

caused by transgenerational inheritance. One model organism that avoids these 

complications is the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans). C. elegans has a 

short generation time of 3 days and reproduces as self-fertilizing hermaphrodites, which 

limits genetic variation [ 3 ]. Partially as a result of these advantages, a large number of 

epigenetic transgenerational phenotypes have been observed in worms, including those 

that affect lifespan, fertility, and behavior [ 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ]. Despite the examples of 

epigenetic transgenerational inheritance that have been identified, it remains unknown 

how heritable epigenetic transgenerational information causes phenotypes in resulting 

offspring. Fortunately, C. elegans has a unique property that makes it highly suitable for 

addressing this question. As originally identified by John Sulston, the C. elegans 
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embryonic lineage is invariant [ 9 ], which means that the timing, cell movement, and 

cell fate of every cell remains the same between individual embryos, allowing the full 

lineage to be characterized. Because of this unique property, C. elegans can be used to 

investigate transcriptional and cell lineage defects at the single-cell level in the embryo [ 

10 ]. In order to identify cell lineage defects, an automated cell tracking pipeline has 

been developed: StarryNite and AceTree [ 11 ]. These programs can be used to track 

each cell within an embryo and curate the cell lineage by utilizing live confocal imaging 

to follow mCherry- or GFP-labeled nuclei. By examining the cell lineage from mutant 

worms and comparing it with Wild Type (N2), it is possible to identify any defects in cell 

timing, cell migration, and inappropriate cell death, during all stages of embryogenesis. 

In addition, cell fate transformations can be identified by lineage conversion, as shown 

by the example reproduced from work by Boyle et al. [ 12 ] (Fig. 1 ). Along with 

automated lineage tracing, single-cell transcriptomics have been performed on N2 C. 

elegans embryos at all stages [ 13, 14, 15 ]. These experiments have defined the 

transcriptome of each cell in the C. elegans embryo, facilitating the identification of 

defects by comparison to N2. 
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2. MATERIALS 

2.1 Growing worms 

1. Agar plates: 1 L Nematode Growth Media (NGM): 3 g NaCl , 20 g Agar, 2.5 g Bacto 

peptone dissolved in 975 mL with diH O. The remaining ~25 mL will be added after 

autoclaving. Be sure to add a stir bar to the solution before autoclaving. Autoclave for 

1 h. Cool the flask by stirring on a heat/stir plate until the flask is ~55 °C (cool enough to 

briefly touch) and add the rest of the reagents: 25 mL of 1 M KPO buffer pH 6.0 (108.3 g 

KH PO , 35.6 g K HPO in a total of 1 L H O, autoclaved) (25 mM final), 1 mL 1 M MgSO 

(1 mM final), 0.5 mL of 1 M CaCl (0.5 mM final), 1 mL of 5 mg/mL Cholesterol 

(0.005 mg/mL final). Continue to stir and heat using a heat/stir plate while pouring into 

the 60 mm Petri dishes. The heating will prevent the agar from solidifying. It is 

recommended to use a plate pouring machine so that plates are all the same height, 

which eliminates the need to refocus when looking through multiple plates. Leave the 

plates lid-side up to dry for 2–4 days, then store lid-side down at 4 °C. Plates can be 

stored for several months. 

2. Seeding the agar plates with bacteria for worm growth. Make Luria Broth (LB), which 

is used to grow E. coli (OP50 strain) that C. elegans feed upon. 1 L LB: 10 grams of 

Tryptone, 10 g of NaCl, and 5 g of yeast extract. Dissolve in distilled water, up to 1 L, 

and split into 10 glass flasks; each one should have approximately 100 mL. Autoclave. 

Inoculate 100 mL of LB media with a single colony of E. coli OP50 obtained from the 

Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC); incubate overnight at 37 °C. From this culture, 

spot three OP50 drops onto each 60 mm NGM plate using a 5 mL serological pipette. 

The OP50 culture can be stored at 4 °C and used for several weeks. 
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2.2. scRNA-seq  

1. M9 buffer: 22 mM KH PO , 42 mM Na HPO , 86 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgSO (store at 

room temperature). Prepare 1 L. Sometimes the MgSO will precipitate out after 

autoclaving. In this case, an alternative approach is to add the MgSO after autoclaving.  

2. Embryo collection: Bleach solution: M9 buffer containing 20% Bleach and 10 M 

NaOH (store at 4 °C). Prepare 500 mL. The bleach solution can be stored for up to 

1 month. After this, the bleach solution should be remade from bleach stock purchased 

at least every 6 months to prevent a loss of efficacy. Note: the anti-splash additive now 

included in many commercial bleaches is not good for bleaching worms, so do not use 

bleach containing anti-splash additive.  

3. Egg Buffer: 118 mM NaCl, 48 mM KCl, 3 mM CaCl , 3 mM MgCl , 5 mM HEPES 

pH 7.2 (store at room temperature). Prepare 2 L, then add BSA to 100 mL, stored in 

50 mL conical tubes (Egg Buffer +1% BSA, store at −20 °C).  

4. 60% sucrose in H O (store at 4 °C). Prepare 100 mL and store in a sterilized 

container.  

5. PBS (Corning 21-040-CV) (store at room temp).  

6. Egg Buffer +1% BSA (−20 °C).  

7. Chitinase (Sigma Aldrich C6137-5UN, ≥200 units/g solid) stored at −20 °C.  

8. Pronase (Sigma Aldrich-10165921001, 1G) stored at 4 °C.  

9. RNAse Zap (Thermofisher AM9782).  

10. Autoclaved sterile glass Pasteur pipettes.  

11. Individual sterile plastic transfer pipet.  

12. 3 cc syringe and 21½ G needle.  
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13. 10 μM filter.  

14. Trypan Blue.  

15. Glass hemocytometer. 

2.3. Preparation of Solutions and Equipment for Microscopy 

1. Boyd’s buffer with methylcellulose: 60 mM NaCl, 32 mM KCl, 3 mM Na HPO , 2 mM 

MgCl, 2 mM CaCl ; 5 mM Hepes, 0.2% 

Glucose, 1% methylcellulose. This buffer can be used when dissecting worms and to 

make the 20 μm beads dilution. Prepare 1 L(store at 4 °C). 

2. M9 buffer (see Subheading 3.1 ). 

3. Frosted microscope slides 25 × 75 × 1.0 mm (Fisherbrand: 12-550-15). 

4. Coverslip 18 mm × 18 mm (sigma Aldrich: 12-548-A). 

5. Two 25G × 5/8 Needles (BD:305122). 

6. 10 well-cutting glass plate (Fig. 4 ). 

7. 20 μm beads (5 mL from Polyscience, 18329). 

8. Confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510, or other) equipped with temperature-controlled 

stage (Brook Industries, Lake Villa IL). 

Setting the temperature-controlled stage at 20 °C mimics standard laboratory conditions 

for C. elegans. 

9. Petroleum jelly (1.75 ounce jar of Vaseline brand purchased from a drug store). 

10. Mouth pipette with a capillary glass tube (VWR 51608) Length 75 mm ±0.05, 

Column 75μL. 

2.4. Website to Download Lineage Program Software 
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1. StarryNite launcher: Integration of StarryNite and AceTree: 

https://waterston.gs.washington.edu/ [ 11 ] (see Note 1). 

2. StarryNite: https://wormguides.org/starry-nite/ 

3. AceTree: https://github.com/zhirongbaolab/AceTree [ 11 ]. 

3. METHODS 

3.1. Cell Isolation for scRNA-seq  

For scRNA-seq cell isolation, you will perform 3 separate synchronization steps. First, 

you will roughly synchronize the first generation. Second, you will collect their progeny 

for more precise synchronization. Finally, you will collect young embryos at the desired 

stage for performing scRNA-seq. For complete resuspension of the chitinase enzyme, 

please see Note 2.  

1. Grow worms on 20 plastic 60 mm petri dishes, seeded with OP50 bacteria (see 

Subheading 2 ): place 3 L4-stage worms per plate (1 on each drop). All worms are 

grown in a 20 °C incubator. 20 plates of N2 will ultimately yield approximately 29,000 

embryos at the ~100 cell stage (2.9 × 10 total cells). Certain mutants may be less fertile 

than N2 and will require starting with a larger number of worms.  

2. Wait until each plate is confluent with gravid adults (worms containing two rows of 

embryos), but not starved (~3–4 days for N2, but the timing may be different in 

mutants). Using a plastic transfer pipet, rinse worms off plates with M9 buffer (by 

squirting onto a tilted plate ~10–20 mL for 20 plates). Collect the worms into a 50 mL 

conical tube, and let worms settle to the bottom by gravity (~10 min). Wash with M9 

three times by removing the supernatant with a 50 mL plastic transfer pipet and adding 

50 mL of M9 each time.  
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3. After the last wash, carefully pipet out most of the M9 with a plastic transfer pipet and 

add 25–30 mL of bleach solution. Place the tube onto a platform rocker and monitor 

degradation by looking in the tube under a dissecting light microscope (under 3–5× 

magnification) until most of the carcasses first disappear and embryos remain (~10 min, 

but this varies widely depending on the bleach, concentration of worms, etc.). Be careful 

not to let the embryos sit excessively in bleach as this will damage them.  

4. After only embryos remain, bring the volume to 50 mL with M9 and centrifuge for 

1 min at 450 rcf (Eppendorf Centrifugation 5810 R table top centrifuge). Carefully 

remove the supernatant using a serological pipet but leave a little bit of volume so the 

pellet won’t be discarded by accident. Resuspend pelleted worms by bringing the 

volume to 50 mL with Egg Buffer and gently mix by inversion. Centrifuge for 2 min at 

450 rcf. During this time prepare a 15 mL conical tube with 5 mL of 60% sucrose (stored 

at 4 °C). After centrifugation is completed, discard the supernatant using a 50 mL plastic 

serological pipet.  

5. Resuspend the embryos with 5 mL of Egg Buffer by pipetting up and down with a 

5 mL plastic transfer pipet and transfer to a 15 mL conical tube with the 60% sucrose; 

vortex for 5 s and centrifuge for 5 min at 3220 rcf.  

6. After centrifugation, two layers will form. The embryos will be in the top layer. 

Transfer the embryos to a 50 mL conical tube by using a glass Pasteur pipette (do not 

use plastic because the embryos and cells will stick to the plastic). Bring the volume to 

40 mL with Egg Buffer and centrifuge for 2 min at 1260 rcf. Remove the supernatant 

with a 50 mL plastic serological pipet, leaving 2 4 2 2 6 a little bit behind so the embryo 

pellet won’t be discarded by accident. Resuspend in 1–1.5 mL of Egg Buffer (final 
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volume, ~2 mL total). Then transfer the resuspended embryos onto 8–10 60 mm 

unseeded plates with a glass Pasteur pipette.  

7. Allow the embryos to hatch overnight at 20 °C on unseeded plates. Without food, 

worms arrest at the L1 larval stage, so hatching onto unseeded plates synchronizes L1 

larvae. After hatching overnight on unseeded plates move the synchronized L1 larvae to 

seeded plates by rinsing off the plates by squirting ~1–2 mL M9 per plate onto a tilted 

plate, using a glass Pasteur pipette.  

8. Following the first L1 larval synchronization, proceed with a second synchronization. 

This second synchronization limits the number of worms you will obtain, but is 

necessary to make the synchronization tighter. Allow the L1 larvae to grow at 20 °C for 

approximately 46 h. This produces young adult worms with the first embryos in the 

gonad. After 46 h (this time may differ for mutant strains), repeat the bleach 

synchronization starting at step 2 of Subheading 3.2 

3.2. Staging Worms and Collecting ~100 Cell Embryos  

1. To obtain worms at approximately the 100-cell stage, allow the twice-synchronized L1 

larvae to grow at 20 °C for approximately 46 h. This produces young adult worms with 

the first embryos in the gonad.  

2. Pick individual young adults with the first embryos in the gonad onto a 60 mm plate 

containing a single OP50 drop from a 5 mL serological pipet. Even though the worms 

have been synchronized twice, picking worms is necessary to get the correct stage. It is 

important to pick all of the young adults within 1 h. scRNA-seq requires 10,000 cells, 

which generally requires starting the process with 14,000 cells. Therefore, if embryos 
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are at the ~100 cell stage, you will need 140 embryos. Obtaining ~140 embryos 

generally requires starting from 20 or more 60-mm plates of confluent worms.  

3. Rinse plates with ~1–2 mL M9 (for 20 plates) by squirting onto a tilted plate with a 

plastic transfer pipet and collect worms into a 15 mL conical tube. Let the worms sink in 

the conical tube by gravity (~10 min) and wash the worm pellet with M9 three times by 

removing the supernatant with a 10 mL plastic serological pipet and adding 10 mL of M9 

each time. The liquid should become clearer with each wash as the bacteria is 

removed.  

4. After removing the last wash, add 7–10 mL of bleach solution, vortex for 20-s and 

place the 15 mL conical tube on a platform rocker for ~10 min. Monitor the worm 

degradation with a dissecting light microscope (3–5× magnification), vortexing 

occasionally, until at least 80–90% of embryos have been released and the carcasses 

disappear.  

5. After confirming that embryos are released, bring the volume to 50 mL with M9 and 

centrifuge for 1 min at 450 rcf. After centrifugation is completed, carefully remove 

supernatant, but leave some volume behind so that the pellet won’t be discarded by 

accident. Resuspend the pellet by bringing the volume to 50 mL with Egg Buffer and 

centrifuge for 2 min at 450 rcf. During this time, prepare a 15 mL tube on ice and add 

5 mL of cold 60% sucrose solution. After the centrifugation is complete, discard the 

supernatant using a 50 mL plastic serological pipet.  

6. Resuspend embryos with 5 mL of Egg Buffer and transfer to the 15 mL conical tube 

containing cold 60% sucrose. Vortex for 5 s to mix, then centrifuge for 5 min at 3220 rcf. 

The embryos should be in the top layer.  
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7. Transfer the embryos from the top layer to a 50 mL conical by with a glass Pasteur 

pipette. Bring the volume to 40 mL with Egg Buffer. At this point, you can let the 

embryos develop in Egg Buffer until the target cell stage is reached (see Note 3).  

8. Once the target stage is reached, centrifuge for 2 min at 450 rcf., remove the 

supernatant using a 50 mL plastic serological pipet and resuspend the embryos in 1–

1.5 mL Egg Buffer. Transfer the resuspended embryos to a 12-well plastic cell culture 

plate with a glass Pasteur pipette, then proceed with the cell membrane and cell 

isolation step. 
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3.3. Eggshell Removal and Single-cell Suspension  

1. Add a ratio of 1 mL chitinase (1 U/mL) to 0.5 mL embryo suspension and incubate at 

room temperature for 20–30 min (if the desired embryos are greater than the 300-cell 

stage, see Note 4). Monitor eggshell removal under a dissecting light microscope (3.5–

55×). It is very important to keep monitoring the cell suspension during the incubation 

time to observe the removal of the eggshell, so that the reaction does not proceed past 

the removal of the eggshell. Proceeding past the initial removal of the eggshell can 

result in damage to the individual cells. In the meantime, thaw the Egg Buffer with 1% 

BSA (stored @ −20 °C) and place a new 15 mL conical tube on ice for step 4.  

2. Optional: Another way to confirm eggshell disruption is to place 2 μL of the sample on 

a slide with a 2% agarose pad and examine under differential interference contrast 

(DIC) microscopy at 40× to verify the single-cell isolation (see Fig. 2 ). If there are still 

clumps of cells, pass the suspension through the 21½G needle again multiple times. 

Clumps can clog the 10× Chromium capture mixer (10× Genomics) and/or result in cell 

doublets within a single GEM droplet.  

3. After confirmation of the disruption of the eggshell, pass the embryos repeatedly 

through a 21 G needle ~20 times to generate a single-cell suspension in one well of a 

12-well cell culture plate. Incubate at room temperature for 5 min. The 12-well plate 

makes it easier to pass through the syringe multiple times and to monitor the single-cell 

isolation under a dissection light 1/2 microscope (10–20×). Then move to step 5 if the 

embryos are less than the 300-cell stage. If the desired embryonic stage is greater than 

300 cells, proceed with the Subheading 3.3 , step 4. Place 10 μL of the single-cell 

suspension on a 2% agarose pad and look under the DIC microscope at 40–100× to 
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verify the single-cell isolation (see Fig. 2 ). If there are still clumps of cells, pass the 

suspension through the 21½G needle again multiple times. Clumps can clog the 10× 

Chromium capture mixer (10× Genomics) and/or result in cell doublets within a single 

Gel bead in EMulsion (GEM) droplet.  

4. Stop the enzymatic reaction by adding 3–4 mL of Egg Buffer with 1% BSA (thawed in 

step 1) to the well of the 12-well plate.  

5. Transfer to a chilled 15 mL tube by passing the cells through a 10 μm filter on a 3 cc 

syringe. Filtering through the 10 μm filter on a 3 cc syringe removes almost all of the 

debris and intact embryos, while all of the single cells pass through. As a result, this 

filtering step should be included.  

6. Centrifuge at 2500 rcf for 5 min at 4 °C. The cells will be in the pellet. In the original 

protocol, this centrifugation was performed at a slower speed to pellet the debris. 

However, after a slow speed spin, many single cells were found in the pellet with the 

debris and were lost during this step. The inclusion of the filtering in step 6 makes 

pelleting the debris unnecessary. As a result, a slightly stronger spin (2500 rcf for 5 min 

at 4 °C) can be used to pellet all of the single cells in this step. 

 7. Using a glass Pasteur pipette, carefully remove the supernatant and wash the pellet 

3× by centrifuging at 2500 rcf for 3 min. Resuspend pellet in 1 mL Egg Buffer with 1% 

BSA by pipetting up and down with a glass Pasteur pipette. After the first resuspension, 

transfer to a nonstick polypropylene Eppendorf tube for the second and third washes 

(see Note 5).  

8. Following the final wash, remove most of the supernatant and add 1 mL of Egg Buffer 

with 1% BSA. Then centrifuge at 4 °C at 2500 rcf for 5 min.  
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9. Using a glass Pasteur pipette, carefully remove the supernatant and resuspend the 

pellet by adding 100 μL of ice-cold Egg Buffer and pipetting up and down with a glass 

Pasteur pipette. Then proceed with cell counting (see Note 6).  

10. Following resuspension, count the number of cells using a hemocytometer (Fig. 3 ). 

During the counting, keep the resuspended cell on ice all the time. Clean the glass 

hemocytometer and coverslip with clean ethanol. Place the coverslip onto the 

hemocytometer, the coverslip should cover both chambers. Gently flick the Eppendorf 

tube that has the cells. Then take 10 μL and apply it into the loading area of the 

hemocytometer, underneath the coverslip. Wait around 30–60 s for the cells to settle. 

Finally, count the cells at 10× or 20× magnification using a phase contrast microscope. 

The cells can be counted by quadrant. For example, you could count the four outside 

edge quadrants and the one in the center. Then the formula that would apply to the cell 

counting is: number of cells counted in each quadrant multiplied by the dilution factor (if 

you diluted the cells, i.e., with Trypan blue – see Note 7) equals the number of cells 10× 

cells/mL, divided in the # of quadrants, in this example the # of quadrants is 5. This 

information will be important for the 10× Genomics protocol. During the cell counting 

process, keep cells on ice and proceed directly, as quickly as possible, to the 10× 

Genomics protocol for RNA isolation, cDNA conversion, library preparation, and 

sequencing guidelines (see Note 8).  

11. After counting, immediately follow the 10× Genomics protocol for RNA isolation, 

cDNA conversion, library preparation and sequencing. Details related to the 10× 

Genomics protocol are not included here because the 10× Genomics protocols are 

constantly changing. However, it should be noted that for troubleshooting and smaller 
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samples, currently it is recommended to use the Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 3′ LT 

v3.1 low throughput kit (PN-1000325). For full samples, use the Chromium Next GEM 

Single Cell 3′ LT v3.1 kit (PN-1000128).This kit is more expensive but the cell recovery 

is much higher. In addition, more cells can be analyzed in a single assay using this kit. 

3.4. Synchronization and Worm Dissection to Obtain 2-Cell Embryos for Lineage 

Tracing  

1. The automated lineage tracing was designed for use with the Zeiss LSM 510 

microscope. It may be possible to use other confocal microscopes, but we encountered 

difficulty when we tried to use a Leica SP8 (see Note 9).  

2. Embryos should start to be imaged at the 2–4-cell stage, to allow the tracking 

software to function correctly. The program to track the cells is StarryNite (see Note 10).  

3. Pick around 20–30 L4 worms and place them on a seeded plate (see Note 11). Use 

the JIM113 strain: ujIs113 [pie1p::mCherry::H2B::pie-1 3'UTR + nhr-2p::his-

24::mCherry::let-858 3'UTR + unc-119(+)]. The goal is to compare Wild Type to certain 

mutants, so mutations will need to be crossed into the JIM113 genetic background.  

4. After 20–24 h, worms should have the first embryos in the uterus.  

5. Prepare the imaging setup prior to placing the worms into the cutting glass plate (see 

Note 12). Place 3–4 worms into one well of a 10-well-cutting glass plate (Fig. 4 ) filled 

approximately half way with M9. Move the worms into a new well 3× to rinse and 

remove the bacteria.  

6. Cut the worms by using two needles and slicing the worm at the boundary between 

the uterus and the gonad (approximately in the middle of the worm).  
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7. Using a mouth pipette, move ~4–6 (as many as you can find) 2–4 cell embryos into a 

new well of a 10-well-cutting glass plate containing M9. This helps to reduce any 

remaining bacteria contamination. It is best if the embryos are at the 2-cell stage or 

even the occasional fertilized egg at the 1-cell stage.  

8. Create the bead mount: Place 3 μL of 1:20 dilution of 20 μm beads in Boyd’s buffer 

(final concentration of beads, 1 μM) onto a microscope slide and mouth pipet 2–4 

embryos from the 10-well-cutting glass plate at the 2–4 cell stage (pick the earliest 

staged embryos available). Using a worm pick, gently lower the coverslip onto the 

embryos to avoid damaging them.  

9. Seal the edges of the coverslip with enough petroleum jelly to cover the edges using 

a brush (e.g., a cleaned nail polish brush). Sealing the coverslip prevents evaporation. 

Do not use nail polish, as the acetone in the nail polish can kill the embryos (see Note 

13).  

10. Place the slide into the previously prepared temperature-controlled stage and start 

live-imaging with a Zeiss LSM 510 (see Note 14).  

11. Live imaging must start with 2 or 4 cell-stage embryos and 200 min is typically 

sufficient to reach the 100 cell-stage. It requires ~13 h to image until the embryo 

hatches. At the earlier stages (2–16 cell-stage), the laser power can be high (>80). 

However, as cells start to divide, the signal intensity increases as nucleus size 

decreases, which makes it difficult for StarryNite to track the cells. As a result, the 

StarryNite program makes more mistakes, which requires extensive manual correction. 

Murray and colleagues [ 11 ] suggest setting the software to automatically adjust the 

laser power and other parameters in different time blocks during the imaging, but some 
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versions of the ZEN software for running the Zeiss LSM 510 lack that option. If 

automatically changing the laser power and other parameters is not an option, the laser 

can be adjusted manually by decreasing the laser power by 20–40% after 1–2 h of live 

imaging. Images should be collected using a 63×, 1.4NA oil Plan-APOCHROMAT 

objective (see Notes 15 and 16).  

12. When using the Zeiss LSM 510, follow the microscope settings and parameters 

listed in Murray et al. 2006 [ 11 ]. Images should be exported in the 8-bit TIFF format. 

The confocal generates individual images for every focal plane at every time point. In 

order to run the images on StarryNite, they must be grouped by timepoints. Murray and 

colleagues [ 11 ] suggest using Matlab to group the images. However, an alternative 

way to create folders with images grouped by timepoints is to use a Mac command. To 

do this use a command written in AWK to compile each image by timepoint, and group 

each timepoint in a separate folder (see Note 17). When images are grouped by 

timepoints, use an ImageJ macro command to compress all of individual Z-stacks into a 

single 8-bit TIFF file, which can then be imported to StarryNite (see Note 17).  

13. StarryNite produces multiple outputs. Open the XML file (contained in the ZIP file) in 

AceTree.  

14. AceTree is used to visualize the lineage and can be used to manually correct any 

cell division mistakes or add any cells that failed to be tracked. The most common error 

made by StarryNite is missing a daughter cell from the previous division. To correct this 

error in AceTree, click on the “edit” option and select “edit tools.” This step opens two 

new windows, “Edit Tracks” and “Adjust or Delete Cells.” Select the mother cell by right-

clicking on the cell in the embryo image window that contains the error, then click on 
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use active cell from the “Edit Track” window. In the “Edit Track” window, check the box 

that says “is early set correctly?” Then move to the next timepoint by clicking on the 

forward arrow in the embryo image window and click on the unlabeled daughter cell that 

the software has failed to track. A new circle will form around the cell. Finally, click “use 

active cell” and “apply” from the “Edit Track” window. Now the two daughter cells will be 

linked to their mother cell (Fig. 5 for an example of this common mistake). Until you fix 

the tracking errors, AceTree will show many untracked cells as Nuc# instead of as the 

correct cell lineage name. Once you correct the error, AceTree will automatically assign 

the correct Sulston lineage name to the fixed cell. 

4. NOTES 

1. Initially, SNlauncher software downloaded from the original website (Subheading 2.1 , 

item 1) did not function. After communication with Bao lab members, an alternative 

version of AceTree was obtained (Subheading 2.4, item 2) and this version was 

successfully installed on a Mac OS version 12.2.1. Therefore, if SNlauncher 

downloaded from Subheading 26.42, item 1 does not work, try downloading from 

Subheading 1.3, item 2 as an alternative. 

2. The chitinase purchased from Sigma Aldrich often does not dissolve completely, 

leaving very small particles that can only be observed under phase-contrast 

microscopy. The remaining small particles interfere with the single-cell experiment by 

replacing actual cells in the single GEM droplet during 10× Genomics RNA isolation. To 

avoid this problem, perform an ultracentrifuge step to separate the chitinase enzyme 

from the solid undissolved particles. Centrifuge for 30 min at 48,000 rpm at 4 °C. After 
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centrifugation, remove the supernatant containing the particle-free chitinase enzyme 

and transfer to a new tube for use.  

3. It typically takes ~40 min to isolate embryos via bleaching and pelleting over the 

sucrose cushion. To target the ~100-cell stage, let the embryos develop in Egg buffer 

for an additional 30–45 min. The amount of time has been empirically determined by 

monitoring under a dissecting light microscope (10–20× magnification) for N2 at room 

temperature. As a result, the amount of time will need to be separately determined for 

every mutant strain. This is the step before the chitinase process (Subheading 3.3 ).  

4. If the desired embryos are greater than the 300-cell stage: The original protocol for 

isolating single cells from the C. elegans embryo incorporated both a chitinase and 

Pronase step. However, if targeting an embryonic cell stage of less than 300 cells, only 

the chitinase step is necessary, because using both chitinase and Pronase on embryos 

at earlier stages affects the viability of the cells. If the desired embryos are greater than 

the 300-cell stage, use Pronase to remove the vitelline layer of the eggshell: Add 100 μL 

per mL of 15 mg/mL Pronase (final concentration 1.5 mg/mL) to the sample. Using a 

3 cc syringe, pass embryos repeatedly through a 21½ G needle ~20 times to generate a 

single-cell suspension in one well of a 12-well cell culture plate. Incubate at room 

temperature for 5 min. The 12-well plate makes it easier to pass through the syringe 

multiple times and to monitor the single-cell isolation under a dissection light 

microscope (10–20×).  

5. Pay attention to the pellet because cells can stick to the tube. If you find that the cells 

are sticking to the tube, you can try centrifuging for a shorter amount of time (e.g., 30–

60 s).  
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6. Do not use an automated cell counter instrument because the cell counting is likely to 

be very inaccurate. These kinds of instruments are typically designed for mammalian 

cells. The C. elegans embryonic cells are very small, often resulting in the instrument 

counting incorrectly. Instead, use a traditional hemocytometer to count the cells 

manually at 20× magnification or greater (Fig. 3 ).  

7. Trypan blue dye is used to determine the viability of cells because dead cells take up 

the dye. For 10× Genomics, it is highly recommended to start with a cell population with 

viability of >90%, because transcripts tend to be degraded in dead cells.  

8. Additional reagents not provided by the 10× Genomics kit will be needed. It’s 

recommended that all the additional reagents be made fresh on the day of the protocol.  

9. It may be possible to use a confocal other than a Zeiss LSM 510. For example, 

automated lineage tracing has been published using a Leica SP5 [ 16 ]. However, the 

StarryNite program failed to track early cell divisions from Z-stack time series generated 

with a Leica SP8. This may be due to differences with the metadata or with StarryNite 

parameters.  

10. The first cell divisions in the C. elegans embryo occur approximately every 15 min. 

To slow down this process, store the buffer M9 and cutting glass at 4 °C. This will 

provide more time for the embryo cell stage selection, slide preparation and the 

microscope setup. 11. Picking L4 larvae 20–24 h prior to dissection of the adults will 

increase the number of worms that have 2–4 cell stage embryos 20–24 h later. 12. The 

temperature stage should be prepared prior to the cutting of the worms by filling the 

tank with distillated water and setting the temp to 20 °C. 13. Seal the slide with warm 

petroleum jelly. Warm petroleum jelly can be maintained permanently by storing in a 
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glass test tube in a heat block at >65 °C. 14. Sometimes embryos will settle during the 

live-imaging process, which changes the focal plane and disrupts StarryNite’s ability to 

track the lineage. If this happens, consider the following solutions: (a) Setup additional 

Z-stacks beyond the 3 recommended by Murray and colleagues [ 11 ]. (b) Use a 

modified agar plate to prevent embryos from sinking: Using an empty 60-mm plastic 

petri dish, make a small opening with a heated surgical blade (sigma Aldrich:2976, No. 

11) on the bottom of the plate; embryos will be placed on the exposed agar in the 

opening (Fig. 6 ). Then add 10–15 mL of hot NGM agar. Place the hole over a coverslip 

when pouring the NGM to prevent leakage (10–15 mL is more than needed to fill the 

plate, in case of leakage). Let the NGM agar solidify overnight on the bench and use the 

next day. If you are using this technique, mouth pipette the embryos into the hole 

(instead of onto a slide AQ3 , Subheading 63.34, step 7) and gently cover embryos with 

a glass coverslip; use a worm pick to gradually lower the coverslip at a diagonal. Note, 

when using this technique, there are no beads and no liquid on the agar. Seal the 

coverslip with enough petroleum jelly to prevent airflow (identical to Subheading 3.4 , 

step 8). Place the plate on the temperature stage to start live imaging (a video link 

showing this process is provided in Video 1 ). 15. Use an upright confocal microscope 

rather than an inverted microscope to prevent embryos from settling out of the focal 

plane when inverted. 16. Any 63× objective (including oil, glycerol, or water) can be 

used for imaging. However, the standard 63× oil lens yielded a weaker signal. Signal 

intensity was improved slightly by a glycerol lens. However, a strong signal was only 

obtained by using the Zeiss CApochromat 63×/1.20 W Corr UV-VIS-IR water objective. 

Poor signal prevents StarryNite from correctly assigning cell fate, which greatly 
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increases the amount of time that will be needed for manual correction. 17. The script 

used for image grouping is included in Fig. 7 (AWK code in Linux). The ImageJ macro 

for formatting the images prior to running StarryNite is included in Fig. 8 . 
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FIGURES AND FIGURES LEGENDS  

Fig. 1 Example of a lineage conversion. (a) the Wild Type (N2) and (b) 
the lit-1(RNAi) EMS sub-lineage. Red squares highlight difference in cell  
division timing between the MS (muscle) and E (intestine) lineages 
which are eliminated in lit-1(RNAi) animals. This result suggests that the 
E lineage adopted the cell fate of the MS. This result was previously 
shown by Boyle et al 2006 and colleagues, and is useful as a positive 
technical control1.  
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Fig. 2 Verification of single cells. DIC images of embryonic cells. (a-d) 
isolated single cells and (e) clump os cells. Images were taken at 100X 

Fig. 3 Cell counting. A volume of 10 μL was loaded into the 
hemacytometer. The boxed inset shows a zoom in of the region of the 
hemacytometer that is circled. The arrows point to isolated cells. Image 
was taken at 20X 
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Fig. 4 A 10-well glass plate. This plate can be used to clean the 
worms and perform the dissection 
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Fig. 5 Using AceTree editing tools to 
correct an error with StarryNite. Wild-Type 
(N2) embryo is shown using the AceTree 
program. (a) Mother cell (arrow). (b, c) The 
cell division (daughter cells) from the 
mother cell in a. In b (boxed in white), 
StarryNite didn’t track the division. In c, the 
editing tool from AceTree was used to 
correct the cell division 
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Fig. 6 Alternative method to prevent the embryo from settling during live imaging. 
Plate designed to prevent settling (sinking) of embryos. (a) NGM plate with hole 
where embryos will be placed. (b) Plate after the coverslip has been added and 
sealed with petroleum jelly (for details, see video 
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9GlxGfvEiQ) 
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Fig. 7 This Linux AWK command can be used to group images by 
each timepoint. 
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Fig. 8 ImageJ macro for formatting the images prior to running 
on StarryNite  
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Soma by Balancing Inherited Histone 
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SUMMARY STATEMENT 

Maternally deposited histone modifying enzymes prevent the ectopic expression of 

germline genes in somatic tissues and developmental delay by coordinately regulating 

the inheritance of histone methylation. 

 

ABSTRACT 

Formation of a zygote is coupled with extensive epigenetic reprogramming to enable 

appropriate inheritance of histone methylation and prevent developmental delays. In C. 

elegans, this reprogramming is mediated by the H3K4me2 demethylase, SPR-5, and 

the H3K9 methyltransferase, MET-2. In contrast, the H3K36 methyltransferase, MES-4, 

maintains H3K36me2/3 at germline genes between generations to facilitate re-

establishment of the germline. To determine whether the MES-4 germline inheritance 

pathway antagonizes spr-5; met-2 reprogramming, we examined the interaction 

between these two pathways. We find that the developmental delay of spr-5; met-2 

mutant progeny is associated with ectopic H3K36me3 and the ectopic expression of 

MES-4 targeted germline genes in somatic tissues. Furthermore, the developmental 

delay is dependent upon MES-4 and the H3K4 methyltransferase, SET-2.  We propose 

that MES-4 prevents critical germline genes from being repressed by antagonizing 

maternal spr-5; met-2 reprogramming. Thus, the balance of inherited histone 

modifications is necessary to distinguish germline versus soma and prevent 

developmental delay.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In multicellular organisms, developmental cell fate decisions are established by 

tightly controlled spatial and temporal gene expression (Frum and Ralston, 2015; 

Gregor et al., 2014; Maduro, 2010). One key control of gene expression is through the 

regulation of histone methylation, which controls gene expression by regulating the 

accessibility of DNA to transcription factors and RNA polymerase (Burton and Torres-

Padilla, 2014; Hirabayashi and Gotoh, 2010; Jambhekar et al., 2019). For example, 

methylation of either lysine 4 or 36 on histone 3, (H3K4me and H3K36me) is associated 

with active transcription, whereas methylation of lysine 9 on the same histone 

(H3K9me) is commonly associated with transcriptional repression (Bannister et al., 

2005; Barski et al., 2007; Bernstein et al., 2002; 2005). In addition, histone methylation 

on the N-terminal tails of histone proteins can be heritable through cell division, and 

across generations via both the sperm and oocyte. Inheritance of histone methylation 

across generations results in the maintenance of transcriptional states, which can affect 

the development and survivability of the offspring (Gaydos et al., 2014; Jambhekar et 

al., 2019; Kaneshiro et al., 2019; Öst et al., 2014; Siklenka et al., 2015; Tabuchi et al., 

2018).  

Histone methylation is dynamically regulated by the specific and tightly controlled 

activity of histone modifying enzymes (Morgan and Shilatifard, 2020), which regulate 

gene expression during development (Jambhekar et al., 2019). For example, mono- and 

di-methylation of lysine 4 on histone H3 (H3K4me1/2) are removed by the demethylase 

LSD1/KDM1A (Y. Shi et al., 2004; Y.-J. Shi et al., 2005). In the nematode C. elegans, 

populations of mutants lacking the LSD1 ortholog, SPR-5, become increasingly sterile 
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over 30 generations (Katz et al., 2009). Failure to erase H3K4me2 at fertilization 

between generations in spr-5 mutants correlates with an accumulation of H3K4me2 and 

spermatogenesis gene expression across 30 generations, which leads to increasing 

sterility (Katz et al., 2009). These data demonstrate that H3K4me2 can function as an 

epigenetic transcriptional memory through cell divisions and across generations. In 

addition to transgenerational sterility, the accumulation of H3K4me2 in spr-5 mutants is 

associated with meiotic defects, increased longevity and a synergistic increase in 

sterility in an rbr-2 mutant background (Alvares et al., 2014; Greer et al., 2016; Nottke et 

al., 2011). These transgenerational phenotypes provide further evidence that H3K4 

methylation functions as a transcriptional memory across generations.   

More recently, it was demonstrated that SPR-5 synergizes with the H3K9me2 

methyltransferase, MET-2, to regulate maternal epigenetic reprogramming (Greer et al., 

2014; Kerr et al., 2014). Progeny of mutants lacking both SPR-5 and MET-2 suffer from 

developmental delay and become completely sterile in a single generation. These 

phenotypes are associated with synergistic increases in both H3K4me2 and candidate 

germline gene expression in somatic tissues (Kerr et al., 2014). Together this work 

supports a model in which SPR-5 and MET-2 are maternally deposited into the oocyte, 

where they reprogram histone methylation to prevent inherited defects. Consistent with 

H3K9 methylation functioning together with the erasure of H3K4me2, loss of the histone 

demethylase JMJD-2, which can demethylate H3K9, partially suppresses the 

transgenerational sterility caused by loss of SPR-5 (Greer et al., 2014). 

Following fertilization, the C. elegans embryo separates germline versus somatic 

lineages progressively through a series of asymmetric divisions (Strome, 2005). To 
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accomplish this, transcription factors coordinate with multiple histone modifications. For 

example, maternal deposition of PIE-1, a germline specific protein that asymmetrically 

segregates into germline blastomeres (P lineage cells), maintains the fate of germ cells 

by inhibiting POL-II elongation and preventing the ectopic expression of somatic genes 

(Batchelder et al., 1999; Mello et al., 1992; Seydoux et al., 1996). In the absence of 

transcription in the germline, the maternally provided H3K36me2/3 methyltransferase, 

MES-4, binds to a subset of germline genes that were previously expressed in the 

parental germline (Furuhashi et al., 2010; Rechtsteiner et al., 2010). These germline 

genes are recognized by MES-4 via H3K36me2/3 that was added in the parental 

germline by the transcription-coupled H3K36me2/3 methyltransferase, MET-1 (Kreher 

et al., 2018). MES-4 maintains H3K36me2/3 at these genes in the early embryo in a 

transcriptionally independent manner. Without maternally deposited MES-4, the 

germline cannot properly proliferate and animals are sterile (Capowski et al., 1991; 

Garvin et al., 1998). For the remainder of this study, we will refer to the genes that are 

bound by MES-4 and which maintain H3K36me3 throughout embryogenesis in a 

transcription independent fashion, as 'MES-4 germline genes'. In addition, the process 

through which the MES-4 germline inheritance system maintains these genes for re-

activation in the offspring will be referred to as 'bookmarking'. 

MES-4 bookmarking is antagonized in somatic tissues by transcriptional 

repressors and chromatin remodelers. For example, loss of the transcriptional 

repressors LIN-15B and LIN-35 at high temperatures leads to larval arrest (Petrella et 

al., 2011). This larval arrest can be suppressed by removing the MES-4 germline 

inheritance system (Petrella et al., 2011). Removing the MES-4 inheritance system also 
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suppresses the somatic expression of germline genes in lin-35 mutants (Wang et al., 

2005). Similar to LIN-15B and LIN-35, loss of the chromatin remodelers MEP-1 and 

LET-418 causes somatic expression of germline genes and larval arrest (Unhavaithaya 

et al., 2002). The somatic expression of germline genes and larval arrest in mep-1 and 

let-418 mutants is also dependent upon the MES-4 germline inheritance system 

(Unhavaithaya et al., 2002). Together, these findings demonstrate that transcriptional 

repressors antagonize H3K36 bookmarking by MES-4 in somatic tissues.   

Recently, the repressive histone modification H3K9me2 has been implicated in 

the somatic repression of germline genes (Rechtsteiner et al., 2019). Some germline 

genes have H3K9me2 enrichment at their promoters in somatic tissues, suggesting that 

H3K9me2 mediates their repression somatically (Rechtsteiner et al., 2019). Loss of LIN-

15B reduces this enrichment of H3K9me2 leading to the ectopic accumulation of 

H3K36me3 at gene bodies in somatic tissues (Rechtsteiner et al., 2019). This raises the 

possibility that LIN-15B may repress MES-4 germline inheritance in somatic tissues in 

part through the repressive histone modification H3K9me2. However, this model 

remains to be tested.  

Despite the extensive knowledge of the transcriptional repression pathways that 

somatically antagonize the MES-4 germline inheritance system, it remains unclear why 

germline genes are bookmarked by H3K36 in the embryo. To address this gap, we 

examined somatic development in progeny deficient in SPR-5 and MET-2 maternal 

reprogramming. Our previous work suggests that maternal spr-5; met-2 reprogramming 

prevents the transgenerational inheritance of H3K4me2 by erasing this mark and 

coupling it to the acquisition of H3K9me2 between generations (Kerr et al., 2014). Here 
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we show that H3K36me3 ectopically accumulates at MES-4 germline genes in the 

somatic tissues of spr-5; met-2 double mutant progeny (hereafter referred to as spr-5; 

met-2 progeny), and this accumulation correlates with the ectopic expression of these 

genes. In addition, we find that both the developmental delay and the ectopic 

expression of germline genes is rescued by RNAi-mediated depletion of MES-4 activity. 

These data provide evidence that the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline 

genes in somatic tissues leads to developmental delay at the larval stage. In addition, 

we demonstrate that the severe developmental delay of spr-5; met-2 progeny is rescued 

by the loss of the H3K4 methyltransferase SET-2. This finding suggests that the ectopic 

maintenance of the MES-4 germline inheritance system in spr-5; met-2 progeny is 

driven by the inheritance of H3K4 methylation. Finally, by demonstrating that loss of 

maternal spr-5; met-2 reprogramming leads to expression of MES-4 germline genes in 

somatic tissues, our data suggest that H3K36 methylation bookmarking functions to 

antagonize spr-5; met-2 maternal reprogramming. Thus, we propose that C. elegans 

balances three different histone modifications to distinguish between the competing 

fates of soma and germline. 

 

RESULTS 

Loss of spr-5 and met-2 causes a severe developmental delay  

Previous observations from our lab indicated that progeny from spr-5; met-2 

mutants may develop abnormally (Kerr et al., 2014). To further characterize this 

phenotype, we synchronized embryos laid by wild type (N2), spr-5, met-2, and spr-5; 

met-2 mutant hermaphrodites and monitored their development from hatching to adults.  
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By 72 hours, all wild type progeny (469/469), most of the spr-5 progeny (363/385), and 

many of met-2 progeny (386/450) were fertile adults (Fig. 1A, B, C, and E, Fig. S1A-C).  

In contrast, spr-5; met-2 progeny displayed a severe developmental delay, with none of 

the progeny (0/463) reaching adulthood by 72 hours (Fig. 1D, E; and Fig. S1D). The 

majority of spr-5; met-2 progeny (371/463) resembled L2 larvae at 72 hours, while a 

smaller percentage of the population developed to later larval stages (42/463) 

(supplementary file 1).  This larval delay occurs despite embryogenesis being 

accelerated in spr-5; met-2 progeny versus wild type (Fig. S2). This indicates that the 

larval delay is not just due to a general delay in all cell divisions. By seven days post 

synchronized lay, a small number of spr-5; met-2 progeny (35/876) developed into 

adults and the majority (31/35) of these adults displayed protruding vulva (Pvl) (Fig. 

S1E-G and (Kerr et al., 2014) ). All 35 of the spr-5; met-2 mutant progeny that 

developed to adulthood were sterile.  

 

MES-4 germline genes are ectopically expressed in spr-5; met-2 mutant soma 

Previously we showed that H3K4me2 is synergistically increased in spr-5; met-2 

progeny compared to spr-5 and met-2 single mutant progeny, and that this increase in 

H3K4me2 correlates with a synergistic increase in candidate germline gene expression 

in somatic tissues (Kerr et al., 2014). To test the extent to which germline genes are 

ectopically expressed in somatic tissues, we examined somatic expression genome-

wide. To do this, we performed RNA-seq on spr-5; met-2 L1 progeny compared to wild 

type L1 progeny. We chose to perform this analysis on L1 larvae because this stage 

immediately precedes the L2 larval delay that we observe in spr-5; met-2 progeny (see 
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Fig. 1D). In addition, L1 larvae are composed of 550 somatic cells and two germ cells. 

Therefore, L1 larvae are primarily composed of somatic tissue. As a control, we also 

performed RNA-seq on L1 progeny from spr-5 and met-2 single mutants that were 

isolated from early generation animals, within the first five generations. These 

generations are well before the onset of sterility that we previously reported (Katz et al., 

2009; Kerr et al., 2014).   

We identified 778 differentially expressed transcripts in spr-5; met-2 progeny 

compared to wild type (Fig. S3A-B, Fig. S4C, F, and supplementary file 4), many of 

which also overlap with genes differentially expressed in spr-5 (113/343, 

hypergeometric test, p-value <6.88e-75) and met-2 single mutants (159/413, 

hypergeometric test, p-value < 7.15e-119) compared to wild type (Fig. S3A-B, Fig. S4A, 

B, D, E, and supplementary file 2-3). Gene Ontology (GO) analysis did not identify any 

categories of genes misexpressed in the spr-5 or met-2 single mutants. However, the 

GO analysis revealed that genes differentially expressed in spr-5; met-2 progeny were 

significantly enriched (based on Combined Score, (Chen et al., 2013)) for biological 

processes and cellular components characteristic of the germline; including meiosis, P-

granules and negative regulation of the cell cycle (Fig. S3C-D). Many of these germline 

functioning genes are expressed in the germline of the parental generation, bound by 

the H3K36 methyltransferase MES-4 in the early embryo, and marked by H3K36me2/3, 

independent of POL-II (referred to as MES-4 germline genes) (Rechtsteiner et al., 

2010). As a result, we were interested in the potential overlap between genes that are 

misregulated in spr-5; met-2 progeny and MES-4 germline genes.  
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Rechtsteiner and colleagues identified approximately 200 MES-4 germline genes 

(Rechtsteiner et al., 2010). We reasoned that the absence of SPR-5 and MET-2 

reprogramming may cause these germline genes to be aberrantly targeted by MES-4 in 

the soma, leading to ectopic expression. To investigate this possibility, we examined the 

overlap between differentially expressed genes in spr-5; met-2 L1 progeny and MES-4 

germline genes. Out of 196 MES-4 germline genes, 34 overlapped with genes up-

regulated in spr-5; met-2 progeny compared to wild type (Fig. S5A, hypergeometric test, 

p-value < 6.44e-20), while zero overlapped with genes down-regulated in spr-5; met-2 

progeny compared to wild type (Fig. S5B). In addition, when we compared the log2 fold 

change (FC) in expression of all of the MES-4 germline genes in spr-5, met-2, and spr-

5; met-2 mutant progeny compared to wild type, we observed that 108 of the MES-4 

germline genes were synergistically increased in spr-5; met-2 progeny compared to 

single mutant progeny (Fig. S5C and supplementary file 6).  

During this initial RNA-seq analysis we had to genotype every spr-5; met-2 L1 

because the balancer chromosome (a chromosome that blocks homologous 

recombination) that was available did not completely balance spr-5. As a result, the 

RNA-seq was performed using a low-input sequencing technique (see methods). 

However, during the course of the experiments, a new balancer became available that 

completely balances spr-5. This enabled us to repeat the spr-5; met-2 RNA-seq 

experiments using standard amounts of RNA. In the repeat spr-5; met-2 RNA-seq 

experiment (referred to as repeat experiment two), we identified significantly more 

differentially expressed genes compared to wild type (4223 vs. 778 in the initial low-

input analysis, Fig. S6A-B). However, despite the larger number of differentially 
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expressed genes, MES-4 germline genes remained similarly enriched. Out of 196 MES-

4 germline genes, 112 overlapped with genes up-regulated in spr-5; met-2 progeny 

compared to wild type (Fig. 2A, hypergeometric test, P-value < 1.20e-54, Fig. S6C-D, 

and supplementary file 5), while only two overlapped with genes down-regulated in spr-

5; met-2 progeny compared to wild type (Fig. 2B). We also compared the log2FC in 

expression of all of the MES-4 germline genes in spr-5; met-2 mutant progeny 

compared to wild type. This analysis revealed that the MES-4 germline genes in repeat 

experiment two were similarly overexpressed in spr-5; met-2 progeny compared to wild 

type (Fig. 2C, Fig. S6E and supplementary file 6). Interestingly, while MES-4 germline 

genes were enriched in both spr-5; met-2 RNA-seq experiments, there were some 

differences in the specific MES-4 germline genes that were overexpressed, and the 

extent to which they were overexpressed (Fig. S6E and supplementary file 6).  

 

smFISH confirmation of MES-4 germline gene expression in spr-5; met-2 mutant 

soma  

To confirm that MES-4 germline genes are somatically expressed in spr-5; met-2 

L1 progeny, we performed single molecule fluorescent in situ hybridization (smFISH) on 

two MES-4 germline targets, htp-1 and cpb-1 (Fig. 3). Both of these genes were 

amongst the genes that were ectopically expressed in spr-5; met-2 L1 progeny 

compared to wild type L1 progeny. In wild type L1 larvae, htp-1 (Fig. 3A-C, insets) and 

cpb-1 (Fig. 3G-I, insets) were restricted to the two primordial germ cells, Z2 and Z3, 

which go on to form the entire adult germline. This confirms that these transcripts are 

confined to the germline as expected. In contrast, in spr-5; met-2 progeny htp-1 was 
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ectopically expressed throughout the soma (Fig. 3D-F). This expression pattern is 

similar to what we observed with the ubiquitously expressed subunit of RNA polymerase 

II, ama-1 (Fig. S7), which was unchanged in our RNA-seq analysis. cpb-1 was also 

ectopically expressed in spr-5; met-2 progeny, though the ectopic expression was not 

as ubiquitous as htp-1 (Fig. 3J, L). To determine if htp-1 is also ectopically expressed in 

earlier embryonic stages, we performed smFISH on the embryos of spr-5; met-2 

progeny. In wild type embryos, htp-1 is restricted to Z2 and Z3 at the 200+ cell stage 

(Fig. 8SA-C). In contrast, in spr-5; met-2 progeny at the 200+ cell stage we detect the 

ectopic expression of htp-1 (Fig. S8D-F), indicating that htp-1 is ectopically expressed 

prior to the L1 larval stage.  

 

MES-4 germline genes maintain ectopic H3K36me3 in spr-5; met-2 mutants 

 To test whether MES-4 germline genes that are ectopically expressed in the 

soma of spr-5; met-2 progeny also ectopically maintain H3K36me3, we performed 

H3K36me3 ChIP-seq. MES-4 germline genes have low levels of H3K36me3 in wild type 

L1 progeny. However, compared to wild type L1 progeny, spr-5; met-2 L1 progeny 

displayed increased enrichment for H3K36me3 across gene bodies at MES-4 germline 

genes (Fig. 4A-C; Fig. S9A-C, W, X). For example, the MES-4 germline genes cpb-1, 

T05B9.1, Y18D10A.11, fbxa-101 and htp-1 that are ectopically expressed in our RNA-

seq analysis, showed increased levels of H3K36me3 in spr-5; met-2 progeny (Fig. 4O-

S; Fig. S9O-S) compared to wild type progeny (Fig. 4G-K; Fig. S9G-K). As a control, we 

examined H3K36me3 enrichment at genes that are not affected in spr-5; met-2 

progeny. These control genes include: ceh-13, a gene enriched in hypodermal and 
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ventral nerve chord in L1 progeny (Fig. 4L, T; Fig. S9L, T), ama-1, a subunit of RNA 

polymerase II that is expressed ubiquitously (Fig. 4M, U; Fig. S9M, U), and act-1, a 

ubiquitously expressed actin related protein (Fig. 4N, V; Fig. S9N, V).  Each of these 

control genes displayed similar H3K36me3 enrichment in both spr-5; met-2 and wild 

type L1 progeny (compare Fig. 4T-V and Fig. S9T-V to Fig. 4L-N and Fig. S9L-N, 

respectively). In addition, we found that the enrichment in H3K36me3 is substantially 

reduced when we examine H3K36me3 across all germline genes (Fig. 4D-F; Fig. S9D-

F). This suggests that the enrichment in H3K36me3 is confined to the subset of 

germline genes that are MES-4 targets.  

 

MES-4 germline genes display H3K9me2 at their promoter peaks 

Recent work discovered that some germline specific genes contain H3K9me2 

peaks at their promoters in wild type L1 progeny (Rechtsteiner et al., 2019). This finding 

implicates H3K9me2 enrichment at promoters of germline genes as being a critical 

component for repressing germline genes in somatic tissues. If SPR-5 and MET-2 are 

functioning to prevent MES-4 germline genes from being ectopically expressed in 

somatic tissues, we would expect MES-4 germline genes that are ectopically expressed 

in the somatic tissues of spr-5; met-2 progeny to normally continue to be targeted by 

H3K9 methylation in these tissues. To examine this possibility, we re-analyzed L1 stage 

H3K9me2 Chip-seq data from Rechsteiner et al. 2019 (Rechtsteiner et al., 2019). This 

re-analysis showed that many of the MES-4 germline genes were enriched for 

H3K9me2 at their promoters (Fig. S10A), including the majority of MES-4 germline 

genes that were ectopically expressed in the soma of spr-5; met-2 progeny (Fig. S10B).  
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For example, the MES-4 germline genes cpb-1, T05B9.1, Y18D10A.11, fbxa-101 and 

htp-1 that were misexpressed somatically and accumulated ectopic H3K36me3 in the 

somatic tissues of spr-5; met-2 progeny, had H3K9me2 peaks at their promoters (Fig. 

S10C-G). In contrast, our control genes ceh-13, ama-1, and act-1, that were not 

misexpressed, were also not enriched for H3K9me2 at their promoters (Fig. S10H-J).  

 

Knocking down MES-4 rescues ectopic expression of germline genes in spr-5; 

met-2 mutant soma 

 To test whether the ectopic expression of MES-4 germline genes in spr-5; met-2 

progeny is dependent on the ectopic H3K36me3, we examined whether the expression 

of these genes was dependent upon MES-4. We performed quantitative real-time PCR 

(qRT-PCR) on L1 progeny from spr-5; met-2 hermaphrodites fed control (L4440) RNAi 

versus mes-4 RNAi (Fig. 5). For this analysis, we selected candidate MES-4 germline 

genes that were ectopically expressed and displayed an ectopic H3K36me3 peak in 

spr-5; met-2 L1 progeny compared to wild type L1 progeny. Consistent with our RNA-

seq analysis, all nine of the candidate MES-4 germline genes that we examined were 

ectopically expressed >2 fold in spr-5; met-2 L1 progeny compared to wild type L1 

progeny (Fig. 5). Strikingly, the ectopic expression of the nine MES-4 candidate 

germline genes was dependent upon MES-4. Nine out of nine of these genes were 

significantly decreased in L1 progeny from spr-5; met-2 hermaphrodites treated with 

mes-4 RNAi (Fig. 5; unpaired t-test, p-value < 0.001), and all but one (T05B9.1) were 

reduced to levels that were similar to wild type L1 progeny. During this analysis, 

expression levels were normalized to the ubiquitously expressed large subunit of RNA 
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polymerase (AMA-1), which was unaffected. This suggests that the effects of mes-4 

RNAi are confined to the ectopically expressed MES-4 germline genes. Additionally, to 

confirm that the reduced expression of MES-4 germline genes in spr-5; met-2 progeny 

treated with mes-4 RNAi was due to the elimination of the ectopic expression of MES-4 

germline genes, we performed smFISH on the two MES-4 germline targets, htp-1 and 

cpb-1, in L1 progeny from spr-5; met-2 hermaphrodites fed control (L4440) RNAi versus 

mes-4 RNAi (Fig. S11). mes-4 RNAi eliminated the ectopic smFISH signal. This 

demonstrated that the expression of these two MES-4 germline targets in somatic 

tissues was dependent upon MES-4. 

  

MES-4 is not ectopically expressed in spr-5; met-2 progeny 

 It is possible that SPR-5 and MET-2 may target MES-4 germline genes directly. 

Alternatively, SPR-5 and MET-2 could target the mes-4 locus, resulting in indirect 

effects on MES-4 germline genes. To distinguish between these possibilities, we 

determined whether MES-4 is ectopically expressed in spr-5; met-2 progeny by 

examining the expression of a MES-4::GFP transgene in these animals. We do not 

detect any ectopic expression of MES-4 in spr-5; met-2 progeny (Fig. S12). This 

suggests that SPR-5 and MET-2 do not function indirectly by repressing mes-4. 

 

Knocking down MES-4 rescues developmental delay in spr-5; met-2 progeny  

 To test whether the developmental delay phenotype that we observe in spr-5; 

met-2 progeny is also dependent on the ectopic expression of MES-4 germline genes, 

we fed spr-5; met-2 hermaphrodites mes-4 RNAi and monitored their progeny for 72 
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hours after a synchronized lay. If the developmental delay is dependent upon the 

ectopic expression of MES-4 germline genes, it should be suppressed when this ectopic 

expression is eliminated via mes-4 RNAi. By 72 hours, all of the wild type progeny from 

hermaphrodites fed either L4440 control (1089/1089) or mes-4 (1102/1102) RNAi were 

adults (Fig. 6A, B, and G). Also, consistent with our previous observations, all but one of 

the spr-5; met-2 mutant progeny (729/730) from hermaphrodites fed control RNAi 

remained in the L2-L3 larval stages (Fig. 6D, G). In contrast, most of spr-5; met-2 

progeny (569/618) from hermaphrodites fed mes-4 RNAi developed to adults (Fig. 6E, 

G, unpaired t-test, p<0.0001). Though as expected, these animals remained sterile due 

to the mes-4 RNAi preventing any germline formation. 

 

Knocking down SET-2 rescues spr-5; met-2 developmental delay  

If the developmental delay of spr-5; met-2 mutants is caused by ectopic 

inheritance of H3K4me2 driving the expression MES-4 germline genes in somatic 

tissues, we would expect the developmental delay of spr-5; met-2 progeny to be 

dependent upon the H3K4 methyltransferase, SET-2. To test this, we monitored the 

development of progeny of spr-5; met-2 hermaphrodites fed set-2 RNAi for 72 hours 

after a synchronized lay. Identical to wild type progeny from hermaphrodites fed control 

RNAi, set-2 RNAi had no effect on the development of wild-type animals, as all of the 

wild type progeny from hermaphrodites fed set-2 RNAi developed to adults by 72 hours 

(1114/1114) (Fig. 6C, G). However, in contrast to spr-5; met-2 progeny fed control RNAi 

that were developmentally delayed, most of the progeny from spr-5; met-2 
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hermaphrodites fed set-2 RNAi developed to adults (347/384) (Fig. 6F, G, unpaired t-

test, p<0.0001).  

 

 spr-5; met-2 progeny acquire transgene silencing in somatic tissues 

The somatic expression of MES-4 germline genes involved in germline transgene 

silencing (Fig. S4C and Fig. S5C) raises the possibility that the somatic tissues in spr-5; 

met-2 progeny may acquire the ability to silence transgenes, a function normally 

restricted to germline cells. To test this, we examined the somatic expression of an 

extrachromosomal multicopy let-858 transgene that is normally silenced in the germline 

by both transcriptional and posttranscriptional germline silencing mechanisms (Kelly 

and Fire, 1998). This analysis was performed in spr-5; met-2 mutant L2 larvae that were 

undergoing developmental delay. In wild type, most of the L2 progeny (117/132) 

expressed ubiquitous high levels of LET-858::GFP throughout the entire soma (Fig. 7A, 

B, and K), while the remaining progeny (15/132) expressed what we describe as a 

“faint” level of expression (Fig. 7C, D, and K). In contrast, almost none of the spr-5; met-

2 L2 progeny (2/87) displayed high level of transgene expression that is comparable to 

the high level seen in most wild type progeny (Fig. 7E, F, and K). Instead, the majority 

of spr-5; met-2 progeny (64/87) had faint LET-858::GFP expression that is comparable 

to the faint expression observed in wild type progeny (Fig. 7G, H, and K). The remaining 

21 spr-5; met-2 progeny had no LET-858::GFP expression. Because less than 50% of 

progeny inherited the let-858 transgene, we normalized the percentage of progeny 

scored as “off” for LET-858::GFP to the presence of the let-858 transgene based on 

genotyping for gfp (see methods). For wild type, all of the 60 L2 progeny that were 
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scored as “off” failed to inherit the let-858 transgene, indicating that the transgene is 

never silenced in wild type progeny (data not shown). However, for spr-5; met-2 L2 

progeny, eight out of 50 progeny that were scored as “off” inherited the let-858 

transgene indicating that the let-858 transgene can be completely silenced in some spr-

5; met-2 progeny. After normalization for the transgene inheritance, we observed that 

21/87 of spr-5; met-2 progeny displayed no visible expression of the LET-858::GFP 

transgene (Fig. 7I, J, and K).  

 

DISCUSSION 

spr-5; met-2 maternal reprogramming prevents developmental delay by 

restricting ectopic MES-4 bookmarking  

SPR-5 and MET-2 act maternally to reprogram histone methylation and prevent 

the transcriptional state of the parent from being inappropriately transmitted to the 

offspring (Kerr et al., 2014). In this study, we find that the loss of SPR-5 and MET-2 

maternal reprogramming led to a severe developmental delay that was associated with 

the ectopic expression of MES-4 germline genes in somatic tissues. This finding raises 

the possibility that SPR-5 and MET-2 reprogramming blocks the ectopic expression of 

MES-4 germline genes by preventing the accumulation of MES-4 dependent 

H3K36me3 at a subset of germline genes in somatic tissues. Consistent with this 

possibility, most of the MES-4 germline genes were increased in spr-5; met-2 mutants 

compared to wild type in L1 larvae. Using smFISH, we confirmed the somatic 

expression of two ectopically expressed MES-4 germline genes, htp-1 and cpb-1.  While 

htp-1 mRNA was ectopically detected in many somatic tissues, the ectopic expression 
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of cpb-1 mRNA was more restricted, suggesting that the extent of ectopic expression is 

dependent upon the locus. However, further experiments are required to determine why 

some MES-4 germline genes may be more ectopically expressed than others.  

 In the absence of SPR-5 and MET-2 reprogramming, MES-4 germline genes 

accumulate ectopic H3K36me3 in the soma. This suggests that without SPR-5 and 

MET-2 reprogramming, MES-4 ectopically maintains H3K36me3 at these genes in 

somatic tissues. Consistent with this finding, Greer et al. previously reported that there 

are elevated bulk levels of H3K36me3 in mixed populations of spr-5 single mutants 

(Greer et al., 2014). Of note, we observe a low level of H3K36me3 at germline genes in 

the somatic tissues of wild type progeny. It is unclear why there is a low level of 

H3K36me3 normally in somatic tissues in wild type animals. Nevertheless, the absence 

of transcription associated with this low level of H3K36me3 indicates that an increased 

level of H3K36me3 is necessary to cause ectopic transcription. 

 If the ectopic maintenance of H3K36me3 in the soma of spr-5; met-2 mutant 

progeny is causing the developmental delay, then removal of MES-4 should rescue the 

ectopic expression and developmental delay. Indeed, we find that the removal of MES-4 

rescued both the ectopic transcription of MES-4 germline genes in the soma of spr-5; 

met-2 progeny, and the developmental delay. Taken together, our data provide 

evidence that the developmental delay of spr-5; met-2 progeny is caused by the ectopic 

expression of MES-4 germline genes.  

 

How does an ectopic transcriptional program interfere with developmental 

timing? 
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How does the ectopic expression of germline genes interfere with somatic 

tissues to cause developmental delay? One possibility is that the ectopic expression of 

MES-4 germline genes causes the soma to take on germline character. To begin to 

address this, we asked whether spr-5; met-2 double mutants can silence an 

extrachromosomal array in somatic tissues. The silencing of extrachromosomal arrays 

is normally restricted to the germline (Kelly and Fire, 1998). However, we find that spr-5; 

met-2 progeny acquired some ability to silence an extrachromosomal multicopy array in 

somatic cells. Consistent with this finding, loss of the somatic repressor LIN-35 also 

results in the somatic silencing of a GFP transgene (Wang et al., 2005), suggesting that 

LIN-35 also contributes to the repression of germline genes in somatic tissues.  

In the spr-5; met-2 mutant RNA-seq we detected the ectopic expression of RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase genes (e.g. rrf-1 and gld-2) as well as genes involved in 

the RNAi effector complex (e.g. hrde-1 and ppw-1) (supplementary file 13). These 

pathways have previously been implicated in gene silencing (Buckley et al., 2012; Sijen 

et al., 2001; Tijsterman et al., 2002). Thus, similar to what has been found in lin-35 

mutants (Wang et al., 2005), it is possible that the somatic silencing of the transgene in 

spr-5; met-2 mutants is due to the induction of the germline small RNA pathway. In a 

reciprocal fashion, heritable silencing via small RNAs requires MET-2 (Lev et al., 2017). 

This interaction between MET-2 and small RNAs in the germline is consistent with the 

possibility that the chromatin and small RNA pathways may also be functioning together 

in the soma. 

Normally in L1 larvae, the primordial germ cells, Z2 and Z3, are arrested at the 

G2/M checkpoint (Fukuyama et al., 2006). In the spr-5; met-2 mutant RNA-seq, we 
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detected the ectopic expression of genes involved in the negative regulation of 

proliferation and the cell cycle, as well as G2/M checkpoint genes. Thus, it is possible 

that ectopic expression of germline genes normally expressed only in Z2 and Z3 

contributes to the developmental delay through the ectopic activation of germline cell 

cycle control. Regardless, the silencing of the extrachromosomal multicopy array 

suggests that the somatic tissues in spr-5; met-2 progeny make functional proteins that 

can perform some germline functions. We propose that either ectopic germline 

transcription, or an ectopic germline function resulting from this ectopic transcription, 

interferes with the ability of somatic cells to properly enact their transcriptional program. 

This background noise delays the proper adoption of cell fate, leading to an overall 

delay in the development of the tissue.  

 

A model for how the inheritance of histone methylation is balanced to specify 

germline versus soma 

By linking maternal spr-5; met-2 reprogramming to the MES-4 germline 

inheritance system, our data provide a rationale for the existence of MES-4 

bookmarking, through the following model. spr-5; met-2 reprogramming prevents 

H3K4me2 transcriptional memory from being inappropriately propagated from one 

generation to the next. MES-4 antagonizes this reprogramming to help germline genes 

reactivate in the embryonic germline. When spr-5; met-2 reprogramming is defective, 

MES-4 ectopically maintains H3K36me3 in the soma, causing developmental delay.  

The model that we are proposing is based on the following evidence. In the 

germline, transcriptional elongation is blocked by PIE-1, which segregates to germline 
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blastomeres during embryogenesis (Batchelder et al., 1999; Mello et al., 1992; Seydoux 

et al., 1996) (Fig. 8A, B). In the soma of the early embryo, there is also very little 

transcription, because the bulk of zygotic transcription does not begin until 

approximately the 60-cell stage. This stage is just prior to when the primordial germ 

cells, Z2 and Z3, are specified (Sulston et al., 1983). Thus, in C. elegans, germline 

versus soma is largely specified without transcription.  

During normal maternal reprogramming, SPR-5 and MET-2 are deposited into 

the oocyte. At fertilization they facilitate the reprogramming of previously expressed 

genes from an active chromatin state to a repressed chromatin state by removing 

H3K4me2 and adding H3K9me2 (Kerr et al., 2014) (Fig. 8A). This reprogramming is 

necessary to prevent the transcriptional memory of the previous generation from being 

inappropriately propagated to the progeny. Genes epigenetically reprogrammed by 

SPR-5 and MET-2 include ubiquitously expressed genes and germline expressed 

genes, a subset of which are MES-4 germline genes. The MES-4 germline genes are 

subsequently targeted by the transcription independent H3K36 methyltransferase, MES-

4, to maintain H3K36me3 in the germ lineage during embryogenesis (Fig. 8A, B). We 

propose that H3K36 methylation bookmarking antagonizes the repression caused by 

the erasure of H3K4me2 and the addition of H3K9me2. Without the transcription 

independent maintenance of inherited H3K36 methylation from the mother to 

antagonize this repression, the germline fails to proliferate and animals are sterile 

(Capowski et al., 1991; Garvin et al., 1998). The failure to proliferate and sterility caused 

by loss of MES-4 may be in part because germline genes that are targeted by MES-4 

fail to reactivate, though it has yet to be demonstrated. Thus, the MES-4 bookmarking 
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system may be necessary for critical germline genes to bypass the global epigenetic 

reprogramming that occurs at fertilization to prevent transgenerational inheritance. We 

refer to this initial phase of filtering inherited histone methylation at fertilization as the 

establishment phase. Importantly, since multiple studies have shown that small RNAs 

are required for transgenerational inheritance (Ashe et al., 2012; Buckley et al., 2012; 

Lev et al., 2017), it is possible that small RNAs facilitate the inheritance of MES-4 

dependent H3K36 methylation. The ectopic expression of some RNA machinery in spr-

5; met-2 double mutants hints at this potential connection. However, no direct link has 

been found yet between small RNAs and the MES-4 inheritance system.  

Following this establishment phase, a maintenance phase is required to 

propagate this initial pattern of histone methylation throughout embryogenesis. The 

MES-4 bookmarking system is localized primarily to the primordial germ cells in later 

embryonic development (Furuhashi et al., 2010; Rechtsteiner et al., 2010). This 

concentration of MES-4 to the germline helps to maintain MES-4 bookmarking for 

germline specification later in embryonic development. However, MES-4 is also present 

in somatic cells (Furuhashi et al., 2010; Rechtsteiner et al., 2010). This makes germline 

genes targeted by MES-4 vulnerable to the ectopic maintenance of H3K36me3 

bookmarking by MES-4 in the soma. Consistent with MES-4 being present in somatic 

cells during embryogenesis, we first detect the ectopic expression of htp-1 in the 

embryo, after zygotic genome activation. The presence of MES-4 in somatic cells during 

embryogenesis may explain why additional transcriptional repressors, such as LIN-15B 

and LIN-35, as well as MEP-1 and LET-418, function in somatic tissues to restrict 

H3K36 bookmarking by MES-4 to the germline. Thus, in the maintenance phase, the 
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balance of MES-4 and the pathways that somatically antagonize MES-4, maintain the 

histone methylation pattern that is initiated during the establishment phase. 

Interestingly, LET-418 may also help to maintain SPR-5 repression in the C. elegans 

germline, as SPR-5 and LET-418 have been shown to function synergistically to prevent 

somatic reprogramming of germline stem cells (Käser-Pébernard et al., 2014). Taken 

together, we propose that SPR-5, MET-2 and MES-4 carefully balance the inheritance 

of three different histone modifications, H3K4, H3K9, and H3K36 methylation, to ensure 

the proper specification of germline versus soma in the absence of transcription.  

 The model that we have proposed makes the following two predictions. First, 

MES-4 germline genes should normally be targeted for continued silencing by 

H3K9me2 in somatic tissues. It has recently been shown that a subset of germline 

specific genes contain H3K9me2 at their promoters in somatic tissues (Rechtsteiner et 

al., 2019). We re-examined the H3K9me2 ChIP-seq dataset from this work and found 

that the MES-4 germline genes that are ectopically expressed in the somatic tissues of 

spr-5; met-2 progeny also displayed unique H3K9me2 promoter peaks. This confirms 

that MES-4 germline genes are normally repressed by H3K9me2 in somatic tissues.  

The second prediction from our model is that the ectopic inheritance of H3K4 

methylation at MES-4 germline genes overwhelms the somatic repression systems. 

Despite the presence of these transcriptional repressor complexes and chromatin 

remodelers to antagonize MES-4 bookmarking in the soma, loss of spr-5; met-2 

maternal reprogramming results in the somatic expression of MES-4 germline genes. 

This suggests that the failure to add H3K9me2, as well as the inappropriate retention of 

H3K4me2, results in a chromatin environment that is permissive for the ectopic 
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maintenance of H3K36me3 in the soma, even in the presence of the pathways that 

repress MES-4 bookmarking somatically (Fig. 8B). If this is the case, then the 

developmental delay in spr-5; met-2 progeny should also be dependent upon the 

activity of the H3K4 methyltransferase. We find that RNAi-mediated depletion of SET-2, 

the H3K4me1/2 methyltransferase, rescued the developmental delay that we observe in 

spr-5; met-2 progeny. These findings suggest that the inheritance of ectopic H3K4 

methylation enables the ectopic accumulation of MES-4 dependent H3K36me3, and the 

subsequent ectopic expression of MES-4 germline genes in somatic tissues of spr-5; 

met-2 progeny. Consistent with SPR-5 and MET-2 functioning directly at MES-4 targets, 

we find no evidence of ectopic MES-4 in spr-5; met-2 progeny. It is not entirely clear 

how the subsequent ectopic maintenance of H3K36me3 facilitates ectopic expression. 

However, it should be noted that there were some differences in which MES-4 germline 

genes were ectopically expressed between our two spr-5; met-2 RNA-seq experiments. 

This stochasticity is consistent with H3K36me3 being permissive, rather than instructive, 

for transcription. If this is the case, it is doubtful that the spr-5; met-2 developmental 

delay is caused by the inappropriate expression of any single MES-4 germline gene. 

Rather, it is likely that the developmental delay is caused by either the inappropriate 

expression of multiple MES-4 germline genes, or the ectopic activation of the MES-4 

germline program. 

The model that we have presented here is composed of two phases, an initiation 

phase and a maintenance phase. The timing of these two phases is consistent with the 

known expression patterns of the enzymes in C. elegans. For example, maternal SPR-5 

is present in the early embryo up to the 8-cell stage, but gone in later embryos (Katz et 
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al., 2009). In contrast, maternal MES-4 continues to be expressed in much later staged 

embryos (Rechtsteiner et al., 2010). The timing presented in our model is also partially 

based on the known requirement for maternal LSD1 (vertebrate SPR-5 ortholog) to 

function between fertilization and the two-cell stage in mice (Wasson et al., 2016). 

Nevertheless, no definitive evidence exists that the two phases are distinct timing wise. 

Thus, further investigation will be required to substantiate the proposed timing in our 

model. 

 

Conservation of maternal epigenetic reprogramming between invertebrates and 

vertebrates  

Epigenetic reprogramming at fertilization is a problem that all sexually 

reproducing organisms must solve (Lee and Katz, 2020). Thus, it is possible that the 

mechanisms of epigenetic reprogramming may be conserved. Along with the Heard lab, 

we previously demonstrated that progeny from mice that lack maternal KDM1A/LSD1 

ectopically maintain the expression of germline genes in the embryo, leading to 

embryonic arrest at the two-cell stage (Ancelin et al., 2016; Wasson et al., 2016). 

Similarly, maternal loss of the MET-2 ortholog SETDB1 or the MES-4 ortholog NSD1 in 

mice results in early embryonic lethality (J. Kim et al., 2016; Rayasam et al., 2003). 

Together these results underscore the developmental importance of properly regulating 

histone methylation between generations and raise the possibility that the mechanism 

we have uncovered is conserved in mammals. 

The model that we have proposed may also help explain the mechanism 

underlying patients harboring mutations in various histone-modifying enzymes. Recent 
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genome sequencing has revealed that several neurodevelopmental disorders are 

caused by mutations in histone modifying enzymes (extensively reviewed by (J.-H. Kim 

et al., 2017). These include mutations in: 1) the H3K36 methyltransferase Setd2 and the 

H3K27 demethylase Kdm6a, which cause Kabuki Syndrome (Lederer et al., 2012), 2) 

the human ortholog of spr-5, Lsd1, which causes a Kabuki-like Syndrome (Chong et al., 

2016; Tunovic et al., 2014), and 3) the H3K36 methyltransferase Nsd1 which causes 

Sotos Syndrome (Kurotaki et al., 2002). Similar to what we observed in spr-5; met-2 

mutant progeny, many of the human patients with mutations in these histone modifying 

enzymes suffer from global developmental delay. Based on our model, it is possible that 

the developmental delay in these patients may be caused by the failure to properly 

regulate histone methylation during critical developmental transitions. The resulting 

inappropriate inheritance of histone methylation could result in the ectopic expression of 

a developmental program in an inappropriate tissue, leading to background noise and 

developmental delay. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Strains. All Caenorhabditis elegans strains were grown and maintained at 20° C under 

standard conditions, as previously described (Brenner, 1974). The C. elegans spr-5 

(by101)(I) strain was provided by R. Baumeister. The N2 Bristol wild-type (wild type) 

strain was provided by the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center. The met-2 (n4256)(III) 

strain was provided by R. Horvitz. The mes-4(bn149(mes-4::gfp::ha::6xhis))(V) strain 

was provided by Susan Strome. The hT2 [bli-4(e937)let-?(q782)qls48] (I;III) balancer 

strain was used to maintain spr-5 (by101)(I); met-2 (n4256)(III) double-mutant animals 
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as heterozygotes. Because the hT2 [bli-4(e937)let-?(q782)qls48](I;III) balancer allele 

does not extend completely to the spr-5 locus on chromosome I, the F0 animals used to 

generate F1 spr-5; met-2 progeny were cloned out and genotyped to confirm the 

presence of the spr-5 (by101)(I) allele. For genotyping, single animals were picked into 

5-10ul of lysis buffer (50mM KCl, 10mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 2.5mM MgCl2, 0.45% NP-40, 

0.45% Tween-20, 0.01% gelatin) and incubated at 65°C for 1 hour followed by 95°C for 

30 minutes. PCR reactions were performed with AmpliTaq Gold (Invitrogen) according 

to the manufacturer’s protocol and reactions were resolved on agarose gels (see 

supplementary file 9 for genotyping primer sequences). Before completing this study we 

acquired the FX30208 tmC27 [unc-75(tmls1239)](I) from the Caenorhabditis Genetics 

Center that completely covers the spr-5 locus on chromosome I.  The qC1 [qls26 

(lag2::GFP + rol-6(su1006)](III) strain was obtained from W. Kelly and crossed to met-2 

(n4256)(III) to maintain met-2(n4256)(III) as heterozygotes.  The spr-5 

(by101)(I)/tmC27[unc-75(tmls1239)](I); met-2 (n4256) (III)/qC1 [qls26 (lag2::gfp+ rol-

6(su1006))](III) strain was then re-created for this study to maintain spr-5 (by101)( I); 

met-2 (n4256)(III) double-mutant animals as balanced heterozygotes. The LET-

858::GFP (pha-1(e2123ts)(III); let-858::gfp (ccEx7271)) (Kelly and Fire, 1998) 

transgenic strain used in somatic transgene silencing assays was acquired from W. 

Kelly. 

Scoring developmental delay. C. elegans adult hermaphrodites were allowed to lay 

embryos for 2-4 hours and then removed in order to synchronize the development of 

progeny. Progeny were then imaged and scored for development to the adult stage at 

either 72 hours or seven days after synchronized lay, depending on the experiment. To 
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monitor embryogenesis, C. elegans adult hermaphrodites were dissected and the four-

cell stage was established as the starting point, 0 min, for each strain. Subsequently, 

time-lapse images were obtained at 30 min, 60 min, and 120 min.  

RNA sequencing and analysis. Total RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent 

(Invitrogen) from 200-250 starved L1 larvae born at room temperature (21°C - 22°C) 

overnight in M9 Buffer. Due to difficulty in isolating large numbers of spr-5; met-2 

double-mutant progeny from the hT2 [bli-4(e937)let-?(q782)qls48](I;III) balancer strain, 

we submitted total RNA to the Genomic Services Laboratory (GSL) (HudsonAlpha, 

Huntsville, Alabama) for low input RNA-seq services. This service utilizes the Ovation 

RNA-Seq System V2 kit (Nugen) for initial RNA amplification prior to library preparation 

and sequencing (Illumina HiSeq v4, 50bp paired-end reads). For each genotype, 2 

biological replicates were obtained. During the course of these experiments, the 

FX30208 tmC27 [unc-75(tmls1239)](I) balancer became available from the 

Caenorhabditis Genetics Center. This balancer completely covers the spr-5 locus on 

chromosome I. Using this balanced strain, we performed a repeat spr-5; met-2 RNA-seq 

experiment with three additional biological replicates of spr-5; met-2 versus wild type L1 

progeny. We submitted the total RNA from new replicates of the repeat RNA-seq to 

Georgia Genomics and Bioinformatics Core (University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia) for 

standard Poly-A RNA-seq services (Illumina Nextseq, 50bp paired-end reads). 

Downstream quality control and analysis were performed identically for both RNA-seq 

experiments.  For both the low-input and repeat standard RNA-seq, sequencing reads 

were checked for quality using FastQC (Wingett and Andrews, 2018), filtered using 

Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014), and remapped to the C. elegans transcriptome 
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(ce10, WS220) using HISAT2 (D. Kim et al., 2015). Read count by gene was obtained 

by FeatureCounts (Liao et al., 2014). Differentially expressed transcripts for the low-

input RNA-seq experiment (significance threshold, Wald test, p-value < 0.05) and the 

repeat RNA-seq experiment (significance threshold, Wald test, p-adj < 0.05) were 

determined using DESEQ2 (v.2.11.40.2) (Love et al., 2014). Transcripts per million 

(TPM) values were calculated from raw data obtained from FeatureCounts output. 

Subsequent downstream analysis was performed using R with normalized counts and 

p-values from DESEQ2 (v.2.11.40.2). Heatmaps were produced using the 

ComplexHeatmap R Package (Gu et al., 2016). Data was scaled and hierarchical 

clustering was performed using the complete linkage algorithm. In the linkage algorithm, 

distance was measured by calculating pairwise distance. Volcano plots were produced 

using the EnhancedVolcano package (v.0.99.16). Additionally, Gene Ontology (GO) 

Pathway analysis was performed using the online platform WormEnrichr (Chen et al., 

2013; Kuleshov et al., 2016). R scripts for heatmaps, volcano plots, and GO analysis 

have been deposited into Gene Expression Omnibus (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) under 

accession code GSE143839. Rechtsteiner and colleagues identified 214 MES-4 

germline genes (Rechtsteiner et al., 2010). 17 of these genes are pseudogenes that we 

were unable to convert from Ensembl transcript IDs to RefSeq mRNA accession, and 

another gene was duplicated, so we removed those genes. This leaves 196 MES-4 

germline genes that we used for our analysis. An additional heatmap comparison of 

differentially expressed genes between spr-5, met-2, and spr-5; met-2 progeny 

compared to wild type progeny was generated in Microsoft Excel using log2 fold change 
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values from the DESEQ2 analysis. Because transcript isoforms were ignored, we 

discuss the data in terms of “genes expressed” rather than “transcripts expressed”.  

Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing and analysis. Chromatin 

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments were performed as described by Katz and 

colleagues (Katz et al., 2009). Briefly, 600 starved L1 larvae born at room temperature 

(21°C - 22°C) overnight in M9 Buffer were collected, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored 

at -80°C prior to homogenization. Frozen pellets were disrupted by a glass Dounce 

homogenizer, fixed with formaldehyde (1% final concentration), and quenched with 

glycine. ChIP samples were processed with a Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Assay Kit 

(Millipore), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were sonicated using a 

Diagenode Bioruptor UCD-200 at 4°C on the “high” setting for a total of 30min with a 

cycle of 45sec on and 15sec off. A total of 12.5μL (5ug) H3K36me3 antibody (cat. 

61021; Active motif) was used for immunoprecipitation. The Genomic Services 

Laboratory (GSL) (HudsonAlpha, Huntsville, Alabama) performed library preparation 

and sequencing (Illumina HiSeq v4, 50bp single-end reads). Reads were checked for 

quality using FastQC (Wingett and Andrews, 2018) and remapped to the C. elegans 

transcriptome (ce10, WS220) using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012; 

Langmead et al., 2009) under default parameters. bamCoverage in deepTools2 

(Ramírez et al., 2016) was used to generate bigwig coverage tracks in 50bp bins, with 

blacklisted regions from McMurchy et al. 2017 excluded, using the following 

parameters: -bs 50, --normalizeUsing RPKM (McMurchy et al., 2017). MACS2 (Feng et 

al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2008) default parameters were used to call peaks and create 

bedgraph files for sequenced and mapped H3K36me3 ChIP samples and input DNA 
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samples with the following adjustments to account for H3K36me3 broader domains: 

Broad-cutoff =0.001. Blacklisted regions from McMurchy et al. 2017 were excluded for 

this analysis (McMurchy et al., 2017).  Using published H3K36me3 modMine Chip-chip 

called broad peaks (modENCODE_3555) from wild type L1 larvae as a guide, we then 

merged called broad peaks within 1200bp using Bedtools: MergeBED (Quinlan and 

Hall, 2010). H3K9me2 bedgraph files used in our analysis were from a published 

dataset (Rechtsteiner et al., 2019). Integrative Genome Viewer (IGV) was used to 

visualize H3K36me3 reads normalized to reads per kilobase millions (RPKM) and 

H3K9me2 reads normalized to 15 million reads (genome wide coverage of H3K9me2; 

(Rechtsteiner et al., 2019).  

RNAi methods. RNAi by feeding was carried out using clones from the Ahringer library 

(Kamath and Ahringer, 2003). Feeding experiments were performed on RNAi plates 

(NGM plates containing 100 ug/ml ampicillin, 0.4mM IPTG, and 12.5ug/ml tetracycline). 

F0 worms were placed on RNAi plates as L2 larvae and then moved to fresh RNAi 

plates 48hrs later where they were allowed to lay embryos for 2-4 hrs. F0 worms were 

then removed from plates and sacrificed or placed in M9 buffer overnight so that starved 

L1 progeny could be isolated for quantitative PCR (qPCR). F1 progeny were scored 

72hrs after the synchronized lay for developmental progression. For each RNAi 

experiment, pos-1 RNAi was used as a positive control. Each RNAi experiment reported 

here pos-1 RNAi resulted in >95% embryonic lethality, indicating that RNAi plates were 

optimal. 

Real-time expression analysis. Total RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent 

(Invitrogen) from synchronized L1s born at room temperature (21°C – 22°C). cDNA 
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synthesis and qPCR were carried out as described (Kerr et al. 2014). A total of two 

biological replicates were performed and for both biological replicates experiments were 

performed in triplicate and normalized to ama-1 mRNA expression (see supplementary 

file 10 for RT-PCR primer sequences).  

Differential interference contrast microscopy. Worms were immobilized in 0.1% 

levamisole and placed on a 2% agarose pad for imaging at either 10x or 40x 

magnification. 40x DIC images were overlaid together using Adobe photoshop to 

generate high resolution images of whole worms. For the embryogenesis time course, 

dissected four-cell embryos were mounted on a 2% agarose pad, covered with a 

coverslip, and sealed with petroleum jelly. Embryos were imaged at 100x magnification. 

Single Molecule Fluorescent in situ Hybridization (smFISH). Quasar 570 labeled 

smFISH probe sets for htp-1 and cpb-1 were designed using Stellaris Probe Designer 

(Biosearch) (see supplementary file 7-8 for probe sequences). The htp-1 smFISH 

probes were designed using the complete 1,059nt htp-1 protein-coding sequence. 

Likewise, The cpb-1 smFISH probes were designed using the complete 1,683nt cpb-1 

protein-coding sequence. In addition, an smFISH fluorescent probe set for ama-1 was 

purchased from the DesignReady catalog (cat#: VSMF-6002-5, Biosearch). 

Synchronized L1 larvae for smFISH were obtained by bleaching 300-500 gravid 

hermaphrodites and allowing embryos to hatch overnight on 6cm NGM plates lightly 

seeded OP50 bacteria. L1 larvae were then washed into 1.5ul Eppendorf tubes using 

nuclease-free M9 buffer. Fixation and hybridization steps followed the Stellaris RNA 

FISH protocol for C. elegans adapted from RAJ lab protocol (Raj and Tyagi, 2010). In 

brief, we resuspended L1 larvae in fixation buffer (3.7% formaldehyde in 1 x PBS) for 15 
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minutes at room temperature then transferred tubes to liquid nitrogen. Samples were 

thawed in water and placed on ice for 20 minutes. In our hands, we obtain better 

fluorescent signal by freeze cracking L1 larvae. Following fixation, L1 Larvae were 

resuspended in 70% EtOH and stored at 4°C for 24-48 hours. For all probe sets, we 

incubated L1 larvae in 100ul hybridization buffer (containing 10% formamide and 125nm 

probe) for 4 hours at 37°C. After hybridization, samples were washed in wash buffer at 

37°C for 30 minutes, incubated in 50ng/mL DAPI in wash buffer at 30°C for 30 minutes, 

washed once in 2x SSC for 2 minutes at room temperature, and mounted in Vectashield 

mounting medium. Mounted slides were imaged immediately using a 100x objective on 

a spinning-disk confocal Nikon-TiE imaging system. Images were captured using NIS-

Elements software (Nikon) and ImageJ (NIH, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) was used for 

viewing. ImageJ maximum projection was used to project z-stack images to a single 

plane. The fluorescent intensity of smFISH dots were > 2-fold above background as 

expected (Ji and van Oudenaarden, 2012). 

Immunofluorescence staining.   L1 larvae were permeabilized on slides using the 

freeze-crack method and immediately fixed with methanol/acetone as previously 

described (Duerr, 2013). Following fixation, slides were washed once with 1x PBST 

(phosphate buffer saline w/ 0.1% Tween-20) then blocked for 30 minutes in Antibody 

Buffer (1x PBST with 0.5% BSA and 0.01% sodium azide).  Primary antibody staining to 

detect the mes-4(bn149(mes-4::gfp::ha::6xhis))(V) allele was performed overnight at 

room temperature using a rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP antibody (cat. ab6556, Abcam) at 

a 1:500 dilution. After three washes with 1x PBST, Secondary antibody staining was 

performed for 1 hour at room temperature using an Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated goat 
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anti-rabbit antibody (cat. A32740, Invitrogen) at a 1:500 dilution. Following incubation 

with secondary antibody, slides were washed twice with 1x PBST and once with 1x 

PBST containing 200 ng/ml DAPI. After three washes with 1x PBST, slides were 

mounted in Vectashield mounting medium and imaged immediately using a 100x 

objective on a spinning-disk confocal Nikon-TiE imaging system. 

LET-858::GFP transgene silencing assay. First generation spr-5; met-2 

hermaphrodites were crossed to let-858 transgenic males to generate spr-5/+; met-2/+; 

let-858::gfp animals. The let-858 transgene is an extrachromosomal multicopy let-858 

array (Kelly and Fire, 1998). From these animals we generated spr-5; met-2; let-

858::gfp animals and scored them for somatic expression of LET-858::GFP using a 

standard stereoscope. L2 progeny from wild type and spr-5; met-2 progeny expressing 

the LET-858::GFP transgene were scored as “bright” (High level ubiquitous expression) 

, faint (barely visible and ubiquitous expression), or off (no expression).  Because less 

than 50% of progeny inherit the let-858 transgene, we normalized the percentage of 

progeny scored as “off” for LET-858::GFP to presence of the let-858 transgene based 

on genotyping for gfp. For wild type, 0 out of 60 progeny that were scored as “off” failed 

to inherit the let-858 transgene indicating that the transgene is never silenced in wild 

type progeny (data not shown, see supplementary file 9 for gfp genotyping primer 

sequences). For spr-5; met-2 progeny, 8 out of 50 progeny that were scored as “off” 

inherited the let-858 transgene indicating that the let-858 transgene is completely 

silenced in some spr-5; met-2 progeny (data not shown).  
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FIGURES and FIGURES LEGENDS

 
 
Fig. 1. spr-5; met-2 mutants display severe developmental delay.  10x 
Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) images of wild type (A), spr-5 (B), met-2 (C), 
and spr-5; met-2 progeny (D) 72 hours post synchronized lay. Scale bar: 100μm. (E) 
Percentage of wild type, spr-5, met-2, and spr-5; met-2 progeny that reached the 
adult stage (% Adult Progeny) by 72 hours post synchronized lay. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation of the mean from three experiments. N= the total 
number of progeny 20-25 hermaphrodites scored over three experiments. (unpaired 
t-test, n.s. represents a p-value >0.05). 
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Fig. 2. MES-4 germline genes are ectopically expressed in spr-5; met-2 mutant 
soma in RNAseq repeat experiment two. Overlap between MES-4 germline 
genes and genes up-regulated (A) and down-regulated (B) in spr-5; met-2 L1 
progeny (first repeat experiment shown in Fig. S3-S6). Significant over-enrichment 
in A was determined by the hypergeometric test (*P-value < 1.20E-54). (C) Volcano 
plot of log2 fold changes (FC) of 196 MES-4 germline gene expression (x-axis) in 
spr-5; met-2 L1 Progeny compared to wild type L1 progeny by statistical significance 
(-Log10 P-value; y-axis). Yellow represents significantly down-regulated genes and 
blue represents significantly up-regulated genes determined by DESEQ2 analysis 
(see methods, Wald test, p-adj < 0.05).  
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Fig. 3. spr-5; met-2 L1 progeny ectopically express MES-4 germline genes in 
multiple somatic tissues. 40x smFISH images of htp-1 (A, C, D, F) and cpb-1 (G, 
I, J, L) endogenous mRNAs in wild type (A-C, G-I) and spr-5; met-2 (D-F, J-L) L1 
progeny. DAPI was used as a nuclear marker (B, C, E, F, H, I, K, L). Insets are high 
magnification images of the germ cells, Z2 and Z3, in wild type L1 progeny. Arrows 
(J, L) denote ectopic cpb-1 mRNA foci in somatic cells. Scale bar 40μm. 
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Fig. 4. MES-4 germline genes display ectopic H3K36me3 in spr-5; met-2 L1 
progeny. Heatmap of H3K36me3 ChIP-seq reads normalized to reads per kilobase 
million (RPKM) over the gene bodies of 196 MES-4 germline genes in wild type (A) 
versus spr-5; met-2 (B) L1 progeny (second replicate in Figure S9).  (C) Plot profile 
corresponding to heatmaps in (A) (wild type, brown) and (C) (spr-5; met-2, blue). 
Heatmap of H3K36me3 ChIP-seq reads normalized to reads per kilobase million 
(RPKM) over the gene bodies of all germline genes in wild type (D) versus spr-5; 
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met-2 (E) L1 progeny. (F) Plot profile corresponding to heatmaps in (D) (wild type, 
brown) and (E) (spr-5; met-2, blue). Gene bodies were pseudoscaled to 1kb with 
500bp borders separated by orange bars that represent the transcriptional start site 
(TSS) and transcriptional end site (TES). Integrative Genome Viewer (IGV) image of 
H3K36me3 ChIP-seq reads normalized to RPKM at MES-4 germline genes (G-K) 
and control genes (O-S) in wild type (G-N) versus spr-5; met-2 (O-V) L1 progeny. 
RPKM IGV windows were scaled between 0 and 202 RPKM for all genes.  

 
 
Fig. 5. Knocking down MES-4 rescues ectopic expression of MES-4 germline 
genes in spr-5; met-2 L1 progeny. Quantitative RT-PCR showing the relative units 
of expression for nine MES-4 germline genes (cpb-1, csr-1, fbxa-101, htp-1, 
T05B9.1, Y18D10A.11, ftr-1, rmh-1, K12D12.5) in L1 progeny of spr-5; met-2 
hermaphrodites fed either control L4440 RNAi (grey bars) or mes-4 RNAi (black 
bars) versus wild type fed control L4440 RNAi (white bars). Relative units of 
expression from two biological replicates (R1 and R2) were calculated for each gene 
by averaging triplicate RT_PCR reactions and normalizing to a control gene, ama-1 
(see supplementary file 11 for raw values from RT-PCR analysis). Error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) for triplicate RT_PCR reactions. For 
all nine genes, mes-4 RNAi significantly reduced the relative expression of spr-5; 
met-2 compared to spr-5; met-2 fed L4440 control RNAi (unpaired t-test, p-value 
<0.001).  
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Fig. 6. Knocking down MES-4 rescues developmental delay in spr-5; met-2 
progeny. DIC images of wild type (A-C) or spr-5; met-2 (E-F) progeny from 
hermaphrodite parents treated with control (L4440 vector only) RNAi (A, D), mes-4 
RNAi (B, E), or set-2 RNAi (C, F) 72 hours post synchronized lay. Scale bar: 100μm. 
(G) Quantification of the number of progeny (represented as % Adult Progeny) from 
A-H that made it to adults by 72 hours. Error bars represent the standard deviation 
of the mean from two or three experiments. N represents the total number of 
progeny from 30-40 hermaphrodites scored across independent experiments. 
(unpaired t-test, **** represent a p-value <0.0001, * represent a p-value <0.05, and 
n.s. represents p-value >0.05). 
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Fig. 7. let-858 transgene silencing in the soma of spr-5; met-2 mutants. 40x 
differential contrasting interference (DIC) (A, C, E, G, and I) and immunofluorescent 
(B, D, F, H, and J) images of wild type (A-D) and spr-5; met-2 (E-J) L2 progeny. 

Arrows denote faint expression of LET-858::GFP. Scale bar: 50 m. Scale bar is the 
same for all panels. Percentage of animals where the expression level of LET-
858::GFP was scored as either bright expressing (bright green, representative 
shown in panel B and F), faint expressing (dark green, representative shown in 
panel D and H), or not expressing (black, representative shown in panel J) in wild 
type (N=132) versus spr-5; met-2 (N=87) progeny (K). The quantification represents 
the percentages of LET-858::GFP expressing progeny from two independent 
experiments. To control for the segregation of the let-858 transgene, progeny 
scored as “off” were normalized for the presence of the let-858 transgene in animals 
as detected by PCR (see methods). 
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Fig. 8. A model for how maternal reprogramming of inherited histone 
methylation helps to specify germline versus soma. During development, SET-2 
and MET-1 add transcriptionally coupled H3K4me1/2 and H3K36me2/3 to germline 
expressed genes in the parental germline, respectively. (A) At fertilization, these 
germline expressed genes undergo maternal epigenetic reprogramming 
(establishment phase) by SPR-5 and MET-2 to remove H3K4me1/2 and add 
H3K9me1/2. In the germline blastomeres of the embryo, PIE-1 prevents global 
transcription by inhibiting POL-II. In the absence of transcription, MES-4 maintains 
H3K36me2/3 at MES-4 germline genes that have acquired transcriptionally coupled 
H3K36me2/3 in the previous germline. This enables these genes to avoid being 
repressed by maternal spr-5; met-2 reprogramming and ensures that these genes 
remain bookmarked for re-expression once the germline begins to proliferate later in 
development. In addition, multiple systems, such as LIN-15B and LIN-35, as well as 
MEP-1 and LET-418, function in somatic tissues to further antagonize H3K36 
bookmarking by MES-4 (maintenance phase). (B) Without SPR-5 and MET-2 
maternal reprogramming, H3K4me1/2 is inappropriately inherited in somatic tissues, 
allowing MES-4 to ectopically add H3K36me2/3 at these germline genes. This leads 
to ectopic expression of MES-4 germline genes in somatic tissues and a severe 
developmental delay. Orange circles represent somatic cells, Grey circles outlined 
in blue dashed-lines represent germ cells, and orange circles outlined in dashed-
blue lines depict somatic cells that ectopically express MES-4 germline genes. P-
lineage, germline blastomeres, are indicated by the letter P, and the primordial 
germline cells are indicated by Z2 and Z3. 
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ABSTRACT  

Many human neurodevelopmental disorders are caused by de novo mutations in 

histone modifying enzymes. These patients have craniofacial defects, developmental 

delay, intellectual disability and behavioral abnormalities, but it remains unclear how the 

mutations lead to such developmental defects. Here we take advantage of the invariant 

C. elegans lineage, along with a unique double mutant in the H3K4me1/2 demethylase 

SPR-5/LSD1/KDM1A, and the H3K9 methyltransferase MET-2/SETDB1 to address this 

question. We demonstrate that spr-5; met-2 double mutant worms have a severe 

chemotaxis defect that is dependent upon the ectopic expression of germline genes in 

somatic tissues. In addition, by performing single-cell RNAseq, we find that germline 

genes begin to be ectopically expression widely in spr-5; met-2 embryos. However, 

surprisingly we found that spr-5; met-2 mutants have no somatic lineage defects p to 

the 200-cell stage of embryogenesis. This suggests that the altered chemotaxis 

behavior may be due to ongoing defect in terminally differentiated cells rather than a 

defect in development. To test this directly, we used RNAi to shut off the ectopic 

expression of germline genes in L2 spr-5; met-2 larvae, which have a fully formed 

nervous system. Remarkably, we find that shutting off the ectopic germline expression 

rescues normal chemotaxis behavior in the same adult worms that previously had a 

chemotaxis defect at the L2 stage. This suggests that ongoing ectopic transcription can 

block normal behavior in a fully intact nervous system. These data raise the possibility 

that intellectual disability and altered behavior in neurodevelopmental syndromes, 

caused by mutations in histone modifying enzymes, could be due to ongoing ectopic 

transcription and may be reversible. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many human neurodevelopmental disorders are caused by de novo mutations in 

chromatin regulators. For example, Kabuki syndrome is caused by mutations in the 

H3K4 methyltransferase KMT2D and the H3K27 demethylase KDM6A (Schwenty-Lara 

et al., 2020). Kabuki syndrome patients have developmental delay, craniofacial defects 

and intellectual disability. Additionally, three patients have been identified with mutations 

in the H3K4me1/2 demethylase LSD1/KDM1A (referred to as SPR-5 in C. elegans). 

These LSD1 patients have been referred to as Kabuki-like because their characteristics 

are nearly identical to Kabuki Syndrome patients (Sobreira et al., 2017). However, it 

remains unclear how defects in the regulation of histone modifications give rise to 

neurodevelopmental disorders, such as Kabuki Syndrome. 

 H3K4 methylation is acquired co-transcriptionally via the COMPASS complex 

interacting with RNA polymerase and is associated with actively transcribed genes 

(Wood et al., 2007). H3K4 methylation may function as an epigenetic memory, 

maintaining transcription over time or through mitotic cell divisions. As a result, H3K4 

methylation that is acquired during the production of gametes may have to be erased to 

prevent this epigenetic memory from being propagated across generations. In C. 

elegans, SPR-5 is required maternally to erase H3K4me2 and prevent it from being 

inherited transgenerationally (Katz et al, 2009). Without SPR-5 worms become 

increasingly sterile across generations (termed germline mortality) due to the 

transgenerational accumulation of H3K4me2 and the increasing expression of germline 

genes. Similarly, when LSD1 is mutated maternally in mice, it results in embryonic 

lethality at the 2-cells stage (Wasson et al., 2016). This demonstrates that SPR-5/LSD1 
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has a conserved role in maternal epigenetic reprogramming. H3K9 methylation is 

associated with repressed transcription. In C. elegans, loss of the H3K9 

methyltransferase MET-2 (referred to as SETDB1 in mammals) also results in a 

germline mortality phenotype and a double mutant of spr-5 and met-2 has an 

exacerbated maternal effect sterility phenotype (Greer et al., 2014) (Kerr et al., 2014). 

This suggests that SPR-5 and MET-2 cooperate in maternal epigenetic reprogramming. 

The function of MET-2 in maternal reprogramming may be conserved, as maternal loss 

of SETDB1 in mice also results in early embryonic lethality.  

 In C. elegans, another transcription-associated histone modification, H3K36me3, 

is acquired via the H3K36 methyltransferase MET-1 during production of the gametes. 

In the embryo, this H3K36 methylation is maintained by a transcription-independent 

H3K36 methyltransferase MES-4 at 176 critical germline genes (Furuhashi et al., 2010). 

For the remainder of the manuscript, we will refer to these genes as MES-4 targeted 

germline genes. mes-4 mutants have a maternal effect sterility phenotype, suggesting 

that MES-4-dependent H3K36me3 may function as a type of bookmark to help re-

specify the germline in the subsequent generation. At around the 60-cell stage, the 

germline blastomere P4 divides to give rise to the primordial germ cells, termed Z2 and 

Z3. Once the embryo hatches, the MES-4 targeted germline genes are expressed as Z2 

and Z3 begin to proliferate and play a critical role in specifying the germline. The 

transcription factor LSL-1 also play a critical role in germline function. LSL-1 is first 

transcribed in P4, continues to be expressed during germline development in all four 

stages of larval development (L1 to L4), and remains on into the adult. Without, LSL-1 
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the germline has many defects including defects in meiosis, germline apoptosis and the 

production of almost no functional gametes (Rodriguez-Crespo et al., 2022).   

spr-5; met-2 double mutants have a severe developmental delay at the L2 larval 

stage that is associated with the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes 

in somatic tissues. In addition, spr-5; met-2 mutants have ectopic H3K36me3 at MES-4 

targeted genes in somatic tissues. When mes-4 is knocked down by RNA interference 

in spr-5; met-2 mutants, this ectopic expression is eliminated and the L2 larval delay is 

rescued, suggesting that severe developmental delay in spr-5; met-2 mutants is caused 

by the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted genes. The ectopic maintenance of 

H3K3me3 is likely propagated by H3K4 methylation, because the developmental delay 

of spr-5; met-2 mutants is also dependent on the H3K4 methyltransferase SET-2 

(Carpenter et al 2021). Similar to spr-5; met-2 mutants, loss of a NuRD complex 

component MEP-1 or DREAM complex component LIN-35 also exhibits the ectopic 

expression of germline genes that is dependent on MES-4 (Erdelyi et al 2017). This 

suggests that these complexes may be functioning to reinforce SPR-5/MET-2 maternal 

reprogramming in somatic tissues. In the germline, the function of NuRD is antagonized 

by the germline transcription factor LSL-1. 

In C. elegans, the embryonic lineage is completely invariant. This means that every 

wild-type embryo undergoes the same pattern of cell division and cell migration (Sulston 

et al 1983). The invariant cell lineage of C. elegans enabled the discovery of 

programmed cell death (apoptosis). In order to facilitate study of the invariant lineage, 

the Waterston lab developed automated lineage tracing. The system utilizes a 

ubiquitously expressed histone-mCherry fusion protein to track cells via their nuclei with 
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3D time-lapse confocal imaging (Boyle et al., 2006). In spr-5; met-2 double mutants, 

there is a massive accumulation of H3K4me2 and the ectopic expression of MES-4 

targeted germline genes (Carpenter et al 2021). The automated lineage tracing system, 

along with the invariant C. elegans lineage, provide the unique opportunity to 

understand how the inappropriate inheritance of chromatin and the ectopic expression 

of genes affects cells at the single cell level and gives rise to phenotypes in spr-5; met-2 

mutants.  

To determine what embryonic cell types the MES-4 targeted germline genes are 

ectopically expressed in and how this may alter the embryonic lineage, we performed 

single-cell RNAseq and automated lineage tracing on spr-5; met-2 mutants. We find that 

MES-4 targeted germline genes begin to be ectopically expressed broadly in many 

embryonic lineages, except in the germline itself where MES-4 targeted germline genes 

may not be fully activated possiblu due to absence of transcription. Surprisingly, the 

ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes in somatic lineages does not 

result in any somatic lineage defects through the 200-cell stage of embryogenesis. This 

raises the possibility that the ectopic expression of MES-4 germline genes does not 

alter development, but instead causes an ongoing defect in differentiated cells. While 

performing these experiments, we noticed that spr-5; met-2 mutants fail to move toward 

OP50 bacteria. Using chemotaxis assays, we found that spr-5; met-2 mutants have a 

chemotaxis defect that begins at the L2 stage and is dependent upon MES-4, 

suggesting that it is dependent on the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline 

genes. This observation provided the opportunity to test whether the ectopic expression 

of MES-4 targeted germline genes may be actively interfering with the function of 
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differentiated cells by determining whether blocking the ectopic expression of these 

genes restores normal chemotaxis. Remarkably, we find that shutting off the ectopic 

expression of the MES-4 after the L2 stage rescues normal chemotaxis behavior. From 

these data, we conclude that the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes 

can alter normal behavior in a fully intact nervous system. More importantly, these 

findings indicate altered somatic behaviors derived from transgenerational inheritance 

may be modified/rescued in mature organisms. 

 
RESULTS 
Germline genes are ectopically expressed in the somatic lineages of spr-5; met-2 

mutant embryos 

Previously we found in spr-5; met-2 mutants that MES-4 targeted germline genes are 

ectopically expressed in the soma at the L1 stage (Carpenter et al 2021). To determine 

how these genes are misexpressed in the embryo at the single-cell level, we performed 

single-cell RNA sequencing at the 100-160 cell stage, at this stage gastrulation is 

completed and zygotic transition is at its higher peak (Robertson et al., 2021). We 

obtained sequences from 686 spr-5; met-2 mutant cells and 219 Wild Type (N2) cells 

and identified significantly changed genes using a 0.25-fold change cutoff. Seurat 

clustering analysis of the cells from both Wild Type and spr-5; met-2 mutants identified 

8 clusters (Figure 1A).  The individual cells from both Wild Type and spr-5; met-2 

mutants fall within the same clusters, suggesting that gene expression is not 

dramatically changed overall in spr-5; met-2 mutants compared to Wild Type (Figure 

1B). Consistent with SPR-5 and MET-2 acting as transcriptional repressors, there are 
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3,660 genes significantly upregulated and only 1,679 genes significantly downregulated 

in our single-cell dataset.  

To determine whether MES-4 targeted germline genes are ectopically expressed 

in each cluster, we examined the gene expression (normalized count matrices) of all 

MES-4 targeted germline genes in each cluster. In all 8 clusters, the average gene 

expression across all MES-4 targeted germline genes is higher in spr-5; met-2 mutants 

compared to Wild Type. We also determined the percentage of cells within each cluster 

that express each of the MES-4 targeted germline genes (Figure 1C-J). In 5 of the 7 

somatic clusters (0,1,4,5,6) there is a large increase the percentage of cells within the 

cluster that express MES-4 targeted germline genes (Figure 1C-G). Consistent with this, 

25 of the 149 examined MES-4 targeted germline genes are significantly ectopically 

expressed in one of the 7 somatic clusters (Figure 1K). Together these results suggests 

that MES-4 targeted germline genes begin to be widely expressed in many somatic 

lineages in the embryo.  

Despite the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes in spr-5; met-2 

mutants overall, in the germline cluster (7) as well as the hypodermis and body wall 

muscle cluster (2) the percentage of cells within the cluster that express MES-4 targeted 

germline genes decreases in spr-5; met-2 compared to Wild Type (Figure 1H,I). The 

decrease in the expression of MES-4 targeted genes in clusters 7 and 2 occurs despite 

there still being an increase in the average gene expression of the MES-4 targeted 

germline genes in these clusters. Consistent with this decrease in the expression of 

MES-4 targeted genes in the germline, there are only 20 MES-4 targeted germline 

genes significantly decreased in any cluster and 16 of them are in cells within the 
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germline cluster (7). Overall, the decrease in the expression of some MES-4 targeted 

germline genes in the germline cluster (7) is consistent with the possibility that MES-4 

germline genes fail to activate in the germline of spr-5; met-2 mutants. It is not entirely 

clear why MES-4 targeted germline genes are also expressed within fewer cells within 

cluster 2, but this effect appears to be driven by a higher percentage of these cells 

expressing MES-4 germline genes in Wild Type. Thus, it is possible that the higher level 

of expression of MES-4 germline genes that occurs normally in cluster 2 has to do with 

many of the cells within cluster 2 being immediately adjacent to the germline cluster (7). 

In the excretory, glia and seam somatic cell cluster (3), the percentage of cells within 

the cluster that express MES-4 targeted germline genes is unchanged between N2 and 

spr-5; met-2 mutants (Figure 1J). This raises the possibility that cells of this lineage may 

be resistant to the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes. Each cellular 

lineages show differential patterns of altered MES-4 targeted germline genes, 

consistent with the unique specificity cell regulation of each cell lineage. 

To confirm that MES-4 targeted genes are ectopically expressed in spr-5; met-2 

mutants, we performed quantitative RT-PCR on 5 of the MES-4 targeted genes that 

were not significantly misexpressed in our single-cell dataset but where significantly 

misexpressed in the L1 stage (Carpenter et al 2021). We found that 4 out of the 5 genes 

tested were significantly upregulated with an average fold change of 3.5 (Supplemental 

Figure 1). Consistently, we previously found by single molecule RNA fluorescence in 

situ hybridization that one of the genes, htp-1, is widely ectopically expressed in the 

somatic cells of the embryo (Carpenter et al 2021). Finally, we also compared the 

ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes in our single-cell RNAseq dataset 
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to our previously published spr-5; met-2 RNAseq performed at the L1 larval stage. In 

contrast to our single cell dataset, where only 25 MES-4 targeted germline genes are 

significantly upregulated, each only in a single cluster, in our previous L1 RNAseq 

dataset, there were 34 MES-4 targeted genes that were significantly upregulated across 

the entire L1 larvae. This suggests that MES-4 targeted germline genes are increasingly 

ectopically expressed at later stages. Overall, our scRNAseq data suggest that 

inappropriate chromatin inherited from the previous generation in spr-5; met-2 mutants 

is permissive for facilitating ectopic expression beginning widely during embryonic 

stages, but this ectopic expression is less than at later stages.  

 

spr-5; met-2 mutants have a delay in the specification of the germline, but no 

defects in somatic embryonic development 

To determine if cell lineages specification is altered in spr-5; met-2 mutants, we took 

advantage of the invariant embryonic lineage in C. elegans. By performing automated 

lineage tracing (Boyle et al., 2006), we tracked the number of cell divisions, timing of 

cell divisions and cell migration of all embryonic cells from the 2-cell stage through the 

200-cell stage in spr-5; met-2 mutants. Surprisingly, we found no defects in any somatic 

lineages deriving from either the AB or P1 blastomeres (Figure 2A-D). These data 

suggest that the embryonic somatic lineages is normal in spr-5; met-2 mutants. In 

contrast, we noted significant variances within the germline lineages (Figure 2B,C). 

Normally, the germline blastomere divides to give rise to the two primordial germ cells, 

Z2 and Z3, around the 60-cell stage, ~80 minutes after the 2-cell embryo first divides. In 

Wild Type, it takes an average of 45 minutes from the time that P4 first appears to when 
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P4 divides to yield Z2 and Z3. In contrast, in spr-5; met-2 mutants requite an average of 

56 minutes (Figure 2C). The delay in the cell division of the germline blastomere P4 

occurs despite their being no delay in the cell D, directly adjacent to P4 (Figure 2D). The 

P4 delay correlates with the failure to fully express MES-4 targeted germline genes in 

the germline cluster (7)(Figure 1I), raising the possibility that the delayed division of P4 

could be due to the failure to fully activate germline transcription. 

 

spr-5; met-2 mutants have a severe defect in chemotaxis towards OP50 bacteria 

While maintaining spr-5; met-2 mutants and performing these experiments, we noticed 

that spr-5; met-2 mutants fail to go towards the OP50 E. coli food source. To quantify 

this defect, we performed a chemotaxis assay and calculated the chemotaxis index (CI) 

(Figure 3). Compared to Wild Type worms which have a chemotaxis index of 0.9, spr-5 

and met-2 single mutants have a small but significant defect in chemotaxis with 

chemotaxis indices of 0.7. In contrast, spr-5; met-2 mutants have a chemotaxis index of 

0.2, indicative of a more severe defect in chemotaxis (Figure 3A). Taken together, these 

findings demonstrate that spr-5; met-2 chemotaxis mutants fail to go towards the OP50 

E. coli food source, despite not having any developmental defects in the embryonic 

lineage. These chemotaxis defects persist in both L2 larvae and adult animals (Figure 

4). Importantly, in the chemotaxis assay, any animals that fail to move from the origin 

are not included in the analysis, so this defect is not due to a failure in mobility. These 

findings suggests that the defect is not due to muscle deficiency instead to a neuronal 

function. 
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The spr-5; met-2 chemotaxis defect is dependent upon the ectopic expression of 

MES-4 targeted germline genes 

Previously we demonstrated that a severe developmental delay also observed in spr-5; 

met-2 mutants can be rescued by knockdown of the H3K36 methyltransferase MES-4 

(Carpenter et al 2021). This suggested that the developmental delay is dependent upon 

the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes. To determine whether the 

chemotaxis defect of spr-5; met-2 mutants is also dependent upon the ectopic 

expression of MES-4 germline genes, we measured chemotaxis in spr-5; met-2 mutants 

in which mes-4 is knocked down by RNA interference (RNAi), in both the F0, beginning 

at the L4 stage, and in the F1 progeny. RNAi of mes-4 in spr-5; met-2 mutants 

significantly rescued the chemotaxis defect, suggesting that the chemotaxis defects is 

also dependent upon the ectopic transcription of MES-4 targeted germline genes 

(Figure 3B).  

 

Zygotically knockdown of the ectopic transcription of MES-4 targeted germline 

genes in L2 spr-5; met-2 mutants, restores normal chemotaxis 

The lack of embryonic developmental defects in spr-5; met-2 mutants raised the 

possibility that the severe chemotaxis defect in these mutants could be due to the 

ongoing ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes. If this is the case, it 

might be possible to shut off the ectopic expression of the MES-4 targeted germline 

genes and restore normal chemotaxis. To test this possibility, we took L2 spr-5; met-2 

larvae which already have a severe chemotaxis defect and attempted to shut off the 

ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes by performing mes-4 RNAi. 
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Importantly, because spr-5; met-2 double mutants have a severe developmental delay, 

it takes ~5 days for them to develop from L2 larvae to adults. This gives the RNAi plenty 

of time to knockdown the ectopic transcription of the MES-4 targeted germline genes. 

Remarkably, we find that shutting off the ectopic germline expression of the MES-4 

targeted germline genes after the L2 stage significantly rescues normal chemotaxis 

behavior (Figure 4). In these experiments, the RNAi is performed with HT115 bacteria 

rather than OP50, which reduced the chemotaxis index of Wild Type animals to 0.55, 

rather than the 0.9 chemotaxs index observed when OP50 bacteria is used. 

Nevertheless, compared to spr-5; met-2 mutants with a chemotaxis index of 0.0, RNAi 

of mes-4 after the L2 stage results in a significant rescue of chemotaxis to a CI of 0.28 

(Figure 4).  

MES-4 is required to propagate the ectopic transcription of MES-4 targeted 

germline genes to somatic tissues, but may not be completely required to continually 

maintain the ectopic transcription of MES-4 targeted germline genes in somatic cells. 

Therefore, we also tried to shut off the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline 

genes by performing RNAi against lsl-1. LSL-1 is a germline transcription factor that 

actively required for the transcription of many germline expressed genes (Rodriguez-

Crespo et al., 2022). We found that knockdown of LSL-1 results in an even stronger 

rescue of chemotaxis in spr-5; met-2 mutants (CI of 0.35); (Figure 4). The percentage of 

worms that exhibit positive chemotaxis towards OP50 bacteria when lsl-1 is knocked 

down after the L2 stage in spr-5; met-2 mutants (67%) is similar to the 77.5% observed 

in Wild Type under these experimental conditions. Taken together these results suggest 
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that the ongoing ectopic transcription of MES-4 targeted germline genes can block 

normal chemotaxis behavior in a fully intact nervous system.  
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DISCUSSION 

spr-5; met-2 double mutants inappropriately inherit chromatin from the previous 

generation and ectopically express germline genes in somatic tissues. This provided the 

unique opportunity to determine how the ectopic expression of genes when histone 

methylation is inappropriately inherited leads to phenotypes. Previously, we found that 

spr-5; met-2 mutants have a severe L2 developmental delay that is associated with the 

ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes. Knock down of mes-4 by RNA 

interference eliminates the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes and 

rescues the L2 developmental delay, suggesting that the developmental delay is 

dependent upon the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes (Carpenter 

et al 2021). Here we found that spr-5; met-2 mutants also have a severe defect in 

chemotaxis towards OP50 bacteria at both the L2 larval stage and in adults. There is 

also a significant chemotaxis defect in both spr-5 and met-2 single mutants, but the 

chemotaxis defect is much more severe in spr-5; met-2 double mutants, confirming their 

synergistic interaction. In addition, we find that the severe chemotaxis defect in spr-5; 

met-2 mutants is dependent upon MES-4, suggesting that this phenotype is also 

dependent upon the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes. 

Single-cell RNAseq analysis of spr-5; met-2 mutants at the ~200 cell stage 

demonstrated the MES-4 targeted germline genes begin to be ectopically expressed in 

the embryo. Although, the ectopic expression was less severe than what we previously 

observed at the L1 stage. One potential explanation for the increased ectopic 

expression at the L1 stage is that the permissive chromatin must be acted upon by 

transcription factors that are not expressed until the individual lineages are further 
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differentiated. This could potentially explain why some phenotypes are not observed 

until later in development. The ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes is 

observed equally in most somatic clusters. This is consistent with a model in which the 

ectopic chromatin is inherited fairly uniformly. However, we do not observe the ectopic 

expression of the MES-4 targeted germline genes in the excretory, glia and seam 

somatic cell cluster (3), so some lineages may not inherit the ectopic expression or may 

be resistant to the ectopic expression of these germline genes. Despite the ectopic 

expression of MES-4 germline genes, unsupervised clustering analysis of our spr-5; 

met-2 single-cell RNAseq data demonstrated that these mutants have the same 8 

clusters as Wild Type. This suggests that the ectopic transcription does not broadly 

interfere with cell specification in the embryo. Consistent with this possibility, our 

automated lineage tracing of spr-5; met-2 mutants demonstrated that there are no 

obvious somatic defects in the embryonic lineage through the ~200 cell stage. The 

succession of normal lineages occurs despite there being a severe developmental delay 

and chemotaxis defect beginning at the L2 stage. These data are consistent with two 

possible models. One possibility is that embryonic development is resistant to the MES-

4 targeted germline genes that are significantly ectopically expressed at the ~200 cell 

stage. In this scenario, the strong maternal programming and the invariant embryonic 

lineage may overcome the ectopic expression. Alternatively, it is possible that there are 

no somatic lineage defects because the critical MES-4 targeted germline genes that 

cause the L2 developmental delay and chemotaxis defect are not yet sufficiently 

misexpressed to cause these defects in the embryo. It is also possible that the critical 

MES-4 targeted germline genes that are causing the defects are expressed, but not at a 
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sufficient level to cause a defect. Regardless, the lack of somatic embryonic lineage 

defects raised the possibility that the L2 developmental delay and chemotaxis defects in 

spr-5; met-2 mutants are not due to a failure to properly specify a specific lineage during 

embryogenesis.  

 Although we do not observe any somatic defects in the embryonic lineage of spr-

5; met-2 mutants, we detect a significant delay in duration of the germline blastomere P4 

before dividing to give rise to the primordial germ cells Z2 and Z3 in spr-5; met-2 

mutants compared to Wild Type. This delay occurs despite there being no 

corresponding delay in the P4 sister cell D, arguing that the P4 delay is highly specific to 

the germline lineage. While it remains unclear why there is a delay in the P4 cell division  

in our single-cell data reveal MES-4 targeted genes fail to be fully expressed in the 

germline cluster (7). Therefore, it is possible that the failure to activate the transcription 

of the MES-4 germline genes causes a delay in the P4 cell division. Previously, it has 

been shown that the target of SPR-5, H3K4me2, is specifically lost during the P4 cell 

division to generate Z2 and Z3. Thus, it is possible that an increase in H3K4me2 in spr-

5; met-2 results in a failure to lose H3K4me2 in Z2 and Z3. This in turn could lead to the 

delay in the P4 cell division, but this has yet to be examined. 

 The lack of somatic embryonic lineage defects in spr-5; met-2 mutants raised the 

possibility that the chemotaxis defect is due to the ongoing ectopic expression of MES-4 

targeted germline genes. If this were the case, we would expect that eliminating the 

ectopic expression in worms that already have a chemotaxis defect would eliminate the 

chemotaxis defect. To test this possibility, we performed mes-4 RNAi beginning at the 

L2 stage in spr-5; met-2 mutants to block the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted 
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germline genes, when these mutants already have a chemotaxis defect. Importantly, at 

the L2 larval stage C. elegans already have a completely intact nervous system. 

Remarkably, we find that knock down of mes-4 beginning at the L2 stage significantly 

rescues normal chemotaxis behavior in the same animals that were previously defective 

at the L2 stage. MES-4 is thought to function in propagating the inappropriate 

expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes in somatic tissues and may not be 

completely required to maintain the ectopic expression of these genes. Therefore, we 

also tried to block the ectopic expression of germline genes by performing RNA 

interference against the germline transcription factor LSL-1. LSL-1 is required for the 

transcription of many germline genes, including many MES-4 targeted germline genes. 

Knock down of lsl-1 beginning at the L2 stage in spr-5; met-2 mutants resulted in an 

even stronger rescue of normal chemotaxis behavior than knock down of mes-4. Taken 

together these results suggest that the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline 

genes actively interferes with normal chemotaxis behavior in a completely intact 

nervous system.  

 It is unclear how the ectopic expression of germline genes actively interferes with 

normal chemotaxis behavior. One possibility is that some normal component of 

neuronal function is blocked at the transcription level; for example the expression of 

synaptic proteins or a chemoreceptor. An alternative not mutually exclusive possibility is 

that some aspect of germline function actively interferes with neuronal function. For 

example, meiosis genes could cause inappropriate chromosomal condensation. 

Regardless, our finding that ectopic transcription actively interferes with an intact 

nervous system has implications for neurodevelopmental diseases, such as Kabuki 
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Syndrome and LSD1 patients. Based on our results, it is possible that the intellectual 

disability or altered behavior in these patients could be due to an ongoing defect in a 

properly formed nervous system. Even though these patients have de novo mutations 

that were inherited from one of their parents or mutated in the very early embryo, it is 

possible that the inappropriately inherited chromatin results in a defect that only 

manifests itself later in development because the transcription factors that are required 

to interact with the permissive chromatin are only activated in certain differentiated cell 

types, such as neurons. Regardless of the etiology, if the nervous system defects in 

these patients are due to the ongoing ectopic expression of genes, it may be possible to 

rescue these defects by turning off the ectopic transcription. Consistent with the 

possibility, it has been recently shown that behavioral defects in the MeCP2 Rhett 

Syndrome mouse model can be rescued by re-expressing MeCP2 in adult mice (Ure et 

al., 2016). Our data provide a possible explanation for this result. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Strains  

All C. elegans strains were cultured at 20˚C on 60 mm nematode growth media (NGM) 

agar plates with OP50 bacteria grown in Luria Broth (LB). Strains used were: N2: wild-

type (Bristol isolate); The C. elegans spr-5 (by101)(I) strain was provided by R. 

Baumeister (Albert Ludwig University of Freiburg, Germany); The MT13293: met-2 

(n4256)(III) strain was provided by R. Horvitz (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

MA, USA); the JIM113: ujIs113 [Ppie-1::H2B::mCherry, unc-119(+); Pnhr-2::HIS-

24::mCherry, unc-119(+) II, the strain was provided by J. Murray University of 

Pennsylvania, PA, USA). spr-5(b101)/tmC27[unc-75(tmls1239)] I; met-2(n4256)]/qC1 

qIs26 [lag-2::GFP + pRF4 rol-6(su1006)] III strain was created to maintained as 

heterozygous. Automated cell lineage strain spr-5(b101)/tmC27[unc-75(tmls1239)] I; 

JIM113: ujIs113 [Ppie-1::H2B::mCherry, unc-119(+); Pnhr-2::HIS-24::mCherry, unc-

119(+) II; met-2(n4256)]/qC1 qIs26 [lag-2::GFP + pRF4 rol-6(su1006)] III. The spr-

5;met-2 with the neurons markers;NeuroPAL strain: spr-5(b101)/tmC27[unc-

75(tmls1239)] I; met-2(n4256)]/qC1 qIs26 [lag-2::GFP + pRF4 rol-6(su1006)] III; 

OH15262: otls669 V 

Single-worm genotyping  

Single animals were picked into 5–10 ml of lysis buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl 

(pH 8.3), 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.45% NP-40, 0.45% Tween-20, 0.01% gelatin) and incubated 

at 65˚C for 1 hr followed by 95˚C for 30 min. PCR reactions were performed with 

AmpliTaq Gold (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and reactions were 

resolved on agarose gels. The following genotyping primers were used: spr-5 (by101)I: 
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fwd: AAACACGTGGCTCCATGAAT, rev(wt):GAGGTTTTGAGGGGTTCCAT, 

rev(mut):CTTGAAACAGACTTGAACATCAAAGATCGG; met-2 (n4256): 

fwd(wt):GTCACATCACCTGCATCAGC, rev(wt):ATTTCATTACGGC TGCCAAC, 

fwd(mut):ATTCGAAAAATGGACCGTTG, rev(mut):TCTATTCCCAGGAGCCAATG; 

Quantitative PCR  

Total RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) from synchronized embryos at 

room temperature (21°C-22°C). cDNA synthesis and qPCR were carried out as 

previously described (Kerr et al., 2014). mRNA was quantified by real-time PCR, using 

iO SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad). The following primers were used: htp-1 

(ATTCGGAGGACAGTGACACAA and GTGCTTTCTCGAGAGACTCAGTTATATC) cpb-

1 (GTGCTGATTGATTGGCCTCG and CCGTTACAGCGCGTGAACCG); rmh-1 

(TGTAGTCATTATGCCAAGTATCTGC and ATCTGTTACTCGTATCTGTAGTAGCC); 

ftr-1 (TCCGCTCACTTCGAATACGG and TACCATCGCGATTGTGAGC); fbxa-101 

(TATCGAAGACAAGCTCGCCG and TGCGAACGGAAATCCAATCG); ama-1 

(TACCTACACTCCAAGTCCATCG and CGATGTTGGAGAGTACTGAG). Each mRNA 

expression were normalized to ama-1 control. Fold enrichment was calculated 

mutant/N2. 

RNA interference 

Escherichia coli HT115 transformed with a vector expressing dsRNA of mes-4, lsl-1, 

L4440 and ama-1 was obtained from the Ahringer library (Source BioScience). RNAi 

bacteria and empty vector control were grown at 37C and seeded on RNAi plates 

(standard NGM plates containing ampicillin (100 mg/ml) and isopropylthiogalactoside 

(IPTG; 0.4 mM)) left at room temperature to induce for at least 24 hr.  
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Chemotaxis assay 

The experimental 60mm NGM plate was divided into four quadrants. A 5µL of two 

control LB/vehicle was pipetted into two quadrants. In the other two quadrants an 

experimental sample, 5µL of Escherichia coli OP50 was pipetted. The plate was placed 

into the fume hood for drying purposes. Worms were collected and rinsed 3 times with 

M9 buffer (22 mM KH2PO4, 42 mM Na2HPO4, 86 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgSO4). A total 

of 50 worms per plate were placed into the center of the experimental plate. Then the 

plates were incubated at 20°C for 1-3 hours. Worms that moved to any of the quadrants 

after the incubation time was recorded. A Chemotaxis Index was calculated as follows; 

(E1 + E2) – (C1 + C2)/ Total worms moved.  

Lineage tracing 

The experiment was carried out as previously described with some minor changes 

(Boyle et al., 2006).  While using the 20µm beads we noticed that the embryo was 

moving away from the focus. We decided to use an NGM plate as a platform to place 

the embryo. The alternative approach is described in detail, (Rodriguez et al., 2023). 

Single-cell sequencing and data analysis 

Single-cell isolation was performed according to Packer et al., 2019 with minor 

modifications. For a 100-200 cell stage, only one enzyme(Chitinase) was used for 

embryo eggshell disruption and single cells dissociation, (Rodriguez et al., 2023). 

Single-cell RNA sequencing was performed using the 10 x Genomics single-cell 

capturing system. Single cells were isolated from approximately 1,000 worms per strain. 

Ranging from 1,000 to 3,000 cells, were loaded on the 10 X Genomics Chromium 
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Controller. Single-cell cDNA libraries were prepared using the Chromium Next GEM 

Single Cell 3ʹ LT Reagent Kits v3.1 (Dual Index). Libraries were sequenced by FSU 

College of Medicine Translational Science Laboratory (Florida State University, FL, 

USA). After the 10x QC, the N2 has 219 estimated number of Cells, 62,491 mean 

Reads per Cell and 1,067 Median Genes per cell. The spr-5; met-2  has 686 estimated 

Number of Cells, 20,763 mean Reads per Cell and526 median genes per cell. 

Sequencing, 150 bp paired-end reads (Illumina NextSeq 600), samples received 28 

million paired-end reads  Cell Ranger Software Suite 3.0.2 (10x Genomics) was used 

for the alignment of the single-cell RNA-seq output reads and generation of feature, 

barcode and matrices. The Seurat analysis was used for the clusters formation. 
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Figure 1. MES-4 targeted germline genes begin to be ectopically expressed during 
embryogenesis in spr-5; met-2 mutants. (A) UMAP projection of all 219 Wild Type cells 
and 686 spr-5; met-2 mutant cells from single-cell RNAseq formed 8 clusters. (B) All 
Wild Type (red) and spr-5; met-2 double mutant (green) cells fall within these 8 clusters. 
(C-J) Heat maps from all 8 clusters (from A) showing the percentage of cells that 
express each of the 197 MES-4 targeted germline genes in Wild Type (N2) compared to 
spr-5; met-2 mutants. The average gene expression across all 176 MES-4 targeted 
germline genes for each cluster is shown below the cluster. (K,L) Overlap between 
MES-4 targeted germline genes and total genes significantly upregulated in spr-5; met-2 
mutants in any of the 8 individual single-cell RNAseq clusters (K), or significantly 
upregulated in spr-5; met-2 mutants at the L1 larval stage (L) from Carpenter et al. 
2021. Significance in K and L was determined by a hypergeometric test. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the embryonic cell lineage in spr-5; met-2 versus Wild Type 
(N2). Overlap between spr-5; met-2 (black) and Wild Type (grey) in the AB (A) and P 
lineage (B) from the 2-cell stage through the ~200-cell stage. A total of 5 lineages of 
each were analyzed. The Y-axis indicates the end of cell division in minutes. The red 
box highlights the only observed defect, a delay in the division of the germline 
blastomere P4 to the primordial germ cells, Z2 and Z3, quantified by duration in minutes 
in (C). (D) The corresponding duration in minutes of the cell D, immediately adjacent to 
P4 in the embryo. (C,D) N= 10 for Wild Type and N=9 for spr-5; met-2. The error bars in 
C and D are S.E.M. Significance in C and D was determined by an unpaired t-test. 

*0.05 
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Figure 3. Chemotaxis defect in spr-5; met-2 progeny. (A) The chemotaxis index of Wild 
Type (N2) N=1008, spr-5 N=1661, met-2 N=1117 and spr-5; met-2 N=263. (B) The 
chemotaxis index of spr-5; met-2 mutants is rescued by mes-4 RNAi (N= 948) 
compared to control RNAi (N=690). The error bars represent the S.E.D.. Significance 

was calculated in (A) by one-way ANOVA and (B) by unpaired t-test. ****0.0001, 

**0.01. 
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Figure 4. Blocking the ectopic transcription of MES-4 targeted germline genes in L2 
spr-5; met-2 mutants that already have a chemotaxis defect, restores normal 
chemotaxis. The chemotaxis index of L2 spr-5; met-2 double mutants (N=2950) is 
significantly rescued mes-4 (N=763) and lsl-1 (761) RNAi but not control RNAi (N=603) 
in the same worms that were previously had a chemotaxis defect at the L2 stage. The 
error bars represent the S.E.M.. Significance was calculated by an unpaired t-test. ****= 
<0.0001  
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 

 

  

Supplemental Figure 1. Real-time RT-PCR data show levels of MES-4 germline 

gene expression. Each gene expression level was normalized against the ama-1 

control. The fold change was calculated for each N2 and spr-5; met-2. Fold change 

represent the differences in level expression between N2 and spr-5; met-2. The 

embryos were synchronized at the 100-160 cell stage. 
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5.1 Epigenetic reprograming at fertilization by SPR-5 and MET-2 is required to 

prevent embryonic and larvae phenotypes 

At the beginning of this dissertation, I proposed that the inappropriate inheritance 

of histone methylation would cause a defect in cell specification. We have shown that 

the spr-5; met-2 mutants have multiples phenotypes. These worms have a small 

percentage of embryonic lethality, ~15% (Figure 1).  I haven’t investigated what causes 

this embryonic lethality phenotype, but I have observed that the embryos died at 

different stages. For example, while setting up some movies for lineage tracing I 

observed embryos that died at the 40-60 cell stage, and others failed to hatch. This 

inconsistency could be due to  the mutations slightly 

affecting the parental generation and failure to 

complete a key developmental process such as 

gastrulation. Interestingly, I noticed that embryos 

that were more round initially at the 2-cell stage tend 

to die more frequently in the eggshell. As a result, 

for the automated lineage tracing experiments, I 

started with only the embryos that were not round 

and included only embryos that hatched in the 

analysis. To investigate if the small percentage of 

embryonic lethality is due to failure to complete gastrulation or failure to hatch, I propose 

to start by performing DIC live imaging to monitor these stages. In addition, I could 

investigate these potential defects by using markers for gastrulation or muscle markers 

that are involved in the process of breaking the eggshell and hatching. This would 

Figure 1. Embryonic lethalithy 

quantification. Four different worm 

strain N2(Wild-type), met-2, spr-5 and 

spr-5; met-2 double mutant. N= total of 

worm, parenthesis number, parental 

used for each worm strains. 
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provide valuable information as to whether the protein involved in these processes is 

affected in the double mutant. 

spr-5; met-2 double mutant larvae have a severe developmental delay. From 

previous data from the lab, we knew that the developmental delay depends on the 

ectopic expression of the MES-4 targeted germline genes. When mes-4 is knocked 

down maternally by RNA interference and the ectopic expression is eliminated, the 

developmental delay is rescued in the double mutant. However, one question that 

remains is when the ectopic germline gene expression is triggered during development? 

We observed the expression of one of these germline genes by in-situ experiments at 

~200 cell stage. In addition, I performed RT-PCR on synchronized embryos at ~100-cell 

stage to investigate if the MES-4 targeted germline genes are already misexpressed. 

These data suggest that some of the germline genes are already misexpressed at the 

embryonic level, although in most cases the expression is lower compared to what we 

previously observed by bulk RNAseq at L1 stage in the spr-5; met-2 double mutant 

(Carpenter et al., 2021) (Figure 2). For example, the cpb-1 gene is expression at a 

lower level at the ~100-cell stage and is dramatically increased at the L1-larvae stage. 

Consistent with this, in my ssingle-cellRNAseq I observe the ectopic expression of 

MES-4 targeted germline genes, but fewer of these genes are misexpressed than what 

we observe at the L1 stage (Carpenter et al., 2021). In addition, the MES-4 targeted 

genes are expressed more widely at the L1 stage than in the embryo. A possible 

explanation is that the ectopic expression of germline genes is building up during 

development because the accessible chromatin requires transcription factors to turn on 

the genes ectopically. These transcription factors may only be expressed with the 
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progress of developmental stages. To investigate this idea, I propose to perform the 

Assay for Transposase Accessible Chromatin (ATAC-seq) at the 100-cell stage, L1 

larval stage and in adult spr-5; met-2 double mutants. ATAC-seq peaks correspond to 

transcription factor binding sites. Therefore, from the ATAC-seq I expect to see 

transcription factors binding increasingly to the ectopically expressed germline genes in 

more advanced developmental stages.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

spr-5; met-2 double mutants eventually (>96hrs after hatching) reach the adult 

stage and are sterile. Moreover, we found that spr-5; met-2 mutants have a defect in 

chemotaxis toward food defect beginning at the L2 stage. This phenotype could suggest 

that there is a lineage defect in the neuronal cell lineage, which could affect the ciliated 

neurons (AWA and AWC) that sense the food. However, we tracked the entire 

embryonic lineage of the double mutant and we didn’t see any defect in cell division, 

migration, timing, or programmed cell death in this cell lineage. This suggests that the 

system is robust enough that the cell can make the correct decision even in the 

presence of the inappropriate inheritance of histone methylation and the ectopic 

Figure 2. RT-PCR from two different developmental stages of the spr-5; met-2 double 

mutant. The fold change expression of each gene were normalized against ama-1 control 
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expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes. Thus, it would be interesting to 

investigate if the neurons that sense the food are present and functional in the double 

mutant. The C. elegans olfactory network system has been established (Troemel and 

Bargmann et al 1997) and the neuronal pathway that senses food is well known. In 

addition, the entire neuronal atlas of C.elegans has been mapped out and a C. elegans 

transgenic strain called NeuroPAL (neuronal polychromatic atlas of landmarks) was 

constructed that labels each of the 302 neurons fluorescently (Yemini et al., 2021). To 

investigate if the chemotaxis defect is due to the absence of the olfactory neurons, I 

crossed the spr-5; met-2 double mutant with the NeuroPAL strain (Figure 3). I took 

confocal pictures of the entire nervous system of the worms (head, midbody and tail). 

The goal is to analyze each image using the NeuroPAL-ID software and see if the spr-5; 

met-2 contains the 302 neurons. Preliminarily, I do not detect any gross defects in the 

presence of neurons. If spr-5; met-2 mutants contain the 302-neurons, then the 

chemotaxis phenotype could be due to ongoing defects in a fully established nervous 

system. A future experiment would be to test the function/activity of these neurons by 

performing calcium imaging with a GCaMP calcium sensor. GCaMP calcium sensors 

light up due to neuronal activity and calcium release (Yemini et al., 2021). Strains that 

only express these sensors in either AWA or AWC can be used to specifically determine 

whether these neurons are active in the presence of OP50 bacteria. An alternate 

possible explanation is that neurons involved in sensing the food are transmitting the 

wrong message. For example, AWA and AWC also sense pathogens and avoid them. It 

could be that in spr-5; met-2 mutants, these neurons are now sensing the OP50 (food 

source) as a pathogen and the worm is avoiding it in the chemotaxis assay. To test this 
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idea I could place the double mutants on a plate with two sources, OP50 and the 

pathogen. If the double mutant moves toward the pathogen and avoids the food, this 

would be consistent with a “switch” in the function of AWA and AWC.  

 

 

 

 

 

Recently, the Katz lab obtained RNA-seq and chemotaxis data from the single 

mutants spr-5 and met-2 across generations. The single mutants also show a slight 

chemotaxis defect at each generation, but the defect is not nearly as severe as double 

mutants and does not get more severe over generations. Since the single mutants 

misexpress many of the same germline genes over generations that are misexpressed 

in double mutants, the lack of severe chemotaxis defect in single mutants provided the 

opportunity to determine which ectopic germline genes might be causing the severe 

chemotaxis defect by subtracting germline genes that are misexpressed in single 

mutants from ones that are misexpressed in double mutants. To do this, the RNA-seq 

data from single mutants over generations were compared with the RNA-seq data from 

the spr-5; met-2 double mutant. We found that genes involved in meiosis and chromatin 

condensation are misregulated in the spr-5; met-2 double mutants but not in the single 

Figure 3. A Multicolor Atlas for Whole Neuronal system. The adult spr-5; met-2 

showing the color code neurons 
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mutants. Therefore, a possible explanation for the chemotaxis defect is that the 

chromatin is innaproppriately condensed in the neuronal cells involved in food sensing. 

To investigate this possibility, I could perform chromosome organization experiments 

such as a Hi-C or chromosomal paint, in the double mutant. 

 

5.2 spr-5; met-2 have a germline lineage defect 

During the automated cell lineage analysis, we didn’t expect to see any defect in 

the germline lineage because the P-lineage (germline) is normally transcriptionally 

quiescent. PIE-1 maintains the transcriptionally quiescent of the germline by preventing 

RNApolII from elongating (Seydoux et al 1996).  This protects the germline lineage from 

adopting a somatic identity. In addition, epigenetic mechanisms also regulate the cell 

specification of the germline lineage. For example, the maternally deposited MES-4 

maintains H3K36me at some germline genes during embryogenesis. Without maternal 

MES-4, progeny are sterile, indicating that MES-4 is required for germline specification 

(Furuhashi et al., 2010). Finally, H3K4me2 levels are maintained throughout the P-

lineage, but are erased in the two primordial germ cells, Z2 and Z3 (Schaner et al 

2003). To our surprise, we observed one constant defect in the embryonic lineage of 

spr-5; met-2 mutants. All the double mutant lineages show a delay in cell division, from 

the germline blastomere P4 to the primordial germ cells, Z2 and Z3. This delay results 

in P4 persisting on average for 15-20 additional minutes. The coincidence of this delay 

with the erasure of H3K4me2 raised the possibility that the delay could be due to to the 

failure to erase H3K4me2 in Z2 and Z3. To investigate this idea, I performed 

immunofluorescence analysis and the preliminary data suggests that H3K4me2 is not 
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erased in the Z2 and Z3 cells in spr-5; met-2 mutants. The failure to erase H3K4me2 in 

Z2 and Z3 could be due to an increase in H3K4me2, caused by the failure of SPR-5 to 

erase H3K4me2 and the failure of MET-2 to replace this H3K4me2 with H3K9me2 at 

fertilization. Consistent with this, H3K4me2 retention was observed in Z2 and Z3 at late 

generations in spr-5 single mutants (Katz et al., 2009). Regardless of the mechanism, it 

is possible that the failure to erase H3K4me2 causes the delay in the P4 cell division. 

The failure to erase H3K4me2 in spr-5;met-2 mutants is also consistent with the 

possibility that spr-5; met-2 mutants are sterile because of the failure to erase H3K4me2 

in Z2 and Z3. However, the analysis of H3K4me2 in Z2 and Z3 was complicated by the 

fact that P-granules are found ectopically in spr-5; met-2 mutants. This made it 

impossible to definitively identify Z2 and Z3 in the analysis of H3K4me2.  

Along with the delay in the P4 cell division, our single-cell RNAse data also 

indicates a potential defect in germline specification. We found that MES-4 targeted 

germline genes are upregulated in all somatic lineages of the embryo, but 

downregulated in the germline lineage. This suggests that MES-4 targeted germline 

genes fail to fully activate in the embryonic germline of spr-5; met-2 mutants. Taken 

together, these data point to a possible model. The increased H3K4me2 in spr-5; met-2 

mutants overwhelms the erasure of H3K4me2 that normally occurs in Z2 and Z3. This 

results in a delay in the division from P4 to Z2 and Z3 and failure to properly activate 

MES-4 targeted germline genes, which contributes to the sterility observed in spr-5; 

met-2 mutants. 

 

5.3 Proposed mechanism 
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During embryogenesis, cells have to migrate to the correct place and the timing 

of cell division is crucial. The transcriptome and the epigenetic profile of the cells 

regulate these processes. It’s well known that the expression of specific genes can drive 

the cell lineage specification. For example, in C. elegans the expression of PHA4 in the 

pharyngeal lineage is necessary for the development of the pharynx. Thus, altering the 

expression of fundamental genes or the chromatin in that cell can lead to different cell 

specification defects. In the spr-5; met-2 mutant, H3K4me2 is inappropriately inherited 

and accumulates (Kerr et al., 2014). This suggests that the chromatin profile of some or 

all cells is altered, which could result in cell specification defects. Interestingly we didn’t 

observe any defect in the somatic cells in the spr-5; met-2 mutant, but we still observe 

somatic phenotypes later in development. A possible explanation for this is that even 

through the chromatin is permissive for transcription, cells of the early embryo lack the 

proper cell specification transcription factors to activate the permissive chromatin. As a 

result, the cells could all be properly specified. However, later in development when the 

cell specification transcription factors are activated, these transcription factors could 

activate the permissive chromatin, resulting in the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted 

germline genes. This could actively inhibit the function of these more differentiated cells. 

For example, in the chemotaxis defect, the neurons that sense the food could be 

present but not working properly. To test this idea we knocked down MES-4 by RNAi 

zygotically to see if the chemotaxis defect can be rescued. Knock down of mes-4 in spr-

5; met-2 mutants that previously failed the chemotaxis assay rescued the chemotaxis 

defect by shutting down the ectopic expression of MES-4 targeted germline genes. This 

suggests that the ectopic expression of the germline genes is interfering with the 
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function of the cells. This remarkable finding has major implications for human 

neurodevelopment patients. 

 

5.4 Conclusions  

The are a number of neurodevelopmental disorders caused by mutations in 

histone modifying enzymes. For example, Kabuki syndrome is caused by a mutation 

KMT2D gene (also known as MLL2) or the KDM6A gene. Kabuki patients have 

developmental delay, craniofacial defects, intellectual disability and behavioral 

abnormalities. In addition, three patients have been identified with mutations in 

LSD1/SPR-5/KDM1A. The LSD1 patients have phenotypes that are highly similar to 

Kabuki Syndrome. The function of histone modifications is highly conserved. Therefore, 

it is possible that the mechanism we uncovered in the spr-5; met-2 double mutants 

could be relevant to these patients. For example, the intellectual disability and/or 

behavior abnormalities could be due to the ongoing misexpression of genes in a fully 

intact brain. If this were to be the case, it might be possible to rescue the abnormalities 

in these patients by restoring the chromatin and turning off the ectopic transcription. It is 

even possible that meiosis and chromosomal condensation germline genes, which we 

believe may be the problem in spr-5; met-2 double mutants, may also be the problem in 

these patients. Our lab has developed a new mouse LSD1 model that recapitulates all 

of the defects observed in LSD1 patients and Kabuki syndrome. This will provide the 

opportunity to begin to test whether the mechanism that I uncovered in my thesis work 

can potentially lead to a treatment for these patients.  
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Appendix: A model for Epigenetic Inhibition via Transvection 

in the Mouse 

 
 
 
 
 
Publication: A model for Epigenetic Inhibition via Transvection in the Mouse  
Rodriguez JD, Myrick DA, Falciatori I, Christopher MA, Lee TW, Hannon GJ, et al. A 
Model for Epigenetic Inhibition via Transvection in. Genetics. 2017; 
207(September):129–38. (Highlighted Article) 
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Abstract 
Recombination between LoxP recognition sequences has been widely utilized in the 
mouse for conditional gene targeting. During our attempt to engineer a mouse mutation 
with the germline expressed Vasa-Cre transgene, we observe a Cre-induced 
transvection event, where the efficiency of LoxP recombination is dramatically reduced. 
A similar phenomenon has previously been observed with another meiotic Cre 
transgene, Sycp-1. This second example of LoxP silencing by transvection reinforces 
the conclusion that certain meiotically expressed Cre alleles can initiate transvection in 
mammals. However, unlike what was previously observed with Sycp-1, we find that the 
inhibition of LoxP recombination cannot be accounted for by DNA methylation. In 
addition, we show that the inhibition of LoxP recombination can be alleviated by adding 
an extra generation between the initial recombination event and the LoxP silencing that 
occurs during passage through the subsequent germline. This finding confirms that the 
LoxP sites are silenced via an epigenetic mechanism, and provides a potential method 
for the use of other meiotically expressed Cre transgenes associated with a similar 
LoxP silencing event. Furthermore, the abrogation of LoxP silencing by the simple 
addition of an extra generation in our crosses establishes a unique mouse system for 
future studies to uncover the mechanism of transvection in mammals.  
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Introduction 

Transvection refers to the ability of one locus to affect a homologous locus in 

trans. This phenomenon was first discovered in Drosophila at the Bithorax 

complex(Lewis, 1954). Subsequent examples have been found in both plants and 

fungi(Aramayo and Metzenberg, 1996; Coe, 1966; Woodhouse et al., 2006). However, 

although the few known examples of transvection occur in a wide range of taxa, to our 

knowledge only two cases have ever been observed in mammals(Rassoulzadegan et 

al., 2002; Sandhu et al., 2009).   

One example of mammalian transvection was identified during an attempt to use 

the Cre/LoxP system to engineer a gene deletion in the mouse 

germline(Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002). LoxP sequences, originally identified in the P1 

bacteriophage, recombine with nearly perfect efficiency in the presence of the CRE 

recombinase protein. As a result, the Cre/LoxP system has been successfully utilized 

for conditional gene targeting in virtually all mouse tissues (Sauer, 1998). However, 

using a transgene with Cre driven by the Sycp-1 male meiosis-specific promoter, the 

Cuzin group identified a notable exception. During the initial exposure to CRE in the 

germline of male mice, they found that LoxP recombination occurs with very high 

efficiency (Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002). However, the recombination efficiency 

declined sharply during the second passage through the germline(Rassoulzadegan et 

al., 2002). These results suggest that the initial meiotic recombination event can lead to 

the silencing of the floxed (flanked by LoxP recombination sites) allele on the other 

homologous chromosome, a classic example of transvection. In addition, they observed 

that the methylation status of the LoxP sequences correlated with a failure to 
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recombine, and methylating the LoxP sequences in a plasmid prior to transfection into 

mammalian cells inhibited recombination (Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002). Based on this 

evidence, they concluded that the LoxP sites are silenced by DNA methylation, which 

they hypothesized blocks the CRE recombinase protein from recognizing its target 

sequence(Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002). 

Recently, another example of transvection was identified in mammals. Imprinted 

loci are controlled by cis-acting sequences known as imprinting control regions (ICRs). 

Sandu et al. found that ICRs from several imprinted loci physically interact. This allows 

the CTCF binding sites at the H19 ICR to influence the replication timing of other ICRs 

in trans(Sandhu et al., 2009). However, despite this second example, the mechanism of 

transvection remains unknown, and the small number of mammalian examples makes 

further investigation into this phenomenon prohibitive. 

Although the mechanism of mammalian transvection remains unknown, two 

prevailing models have emerged. One possibility is that transvection occurs when 

homologous chromosomes are paired during meiosis. The example of CRE-driven 

transvection in mice is consistent with this first model, since Cre is expressed during 

male meiosis, when chromosomes are maintained in close proximity(Rassoulzadegan 

et al., 2002). This model is also supported by the second example of mammalian 

transvection, where ICRs physically interact, though this interaction occurs in germ cells 

that are not undergoing meiosis(Sandhu et al., 2009).  

Alternatively, it is possible that transvection does not require any physical 

interaction between homologous chromosomes. In this case, transvection could be 

mediated by a molecule that diffuses between the two chromosomes(Arteaga-Vazquez 
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and Chandler, 2010). This model is supported by evidence from maize. At the b1 locus, 

the weakly expressed B’ allele can epigenetically repress the B-I allele, causing it to 

become as weakly expressed as B’. This effect, known as paramutation, can be stably 

propagated throughout generations even in the absence of the initiating B’ 

allele(Chandler, 2007). The mechanism of paramutation at the b1-locus is thought to be 

mediated by a small interfering RNA (siRNA) that diffuses between the two homologous 

chromosomes.  

 In this study, we attempted to use a germline Cre, Vasa-Cre, to conditionally 

delete the histone demethylase Kdm1a/Lsd1 (hereafter referred to as Kdm1a) (Gallardo 

et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). Similar to what was previously reported with Sycp1-Cre, 

we find that recombination of the Kdm1a floxed allele becomes inhibited through a 

transvection event. This second example of LoxP silencing by transvection reinforces 

the conclusion that meiotically expressed Cre can initiate transvection in mammals. 

However, unlike the prior report, our data show that DNA methylation does not inhibit 

LoxP recombination. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the addition of an extra 

generation between the initial recombination event and the transvection event alleviates 

the inhibition of LoxP recombination. This result provides three critical insights. First, it 

suggests a useful strategy to overcome instances where other Cre transgenes lead to 

similar LoxP silencing events. Second, our observation that two genotypically identical 

mice with differing parental history can exhibit dramatically different outcomes provides 

strong evidence that transvection in these mice is an epigenetic phenomenon. Finally, 

the juxtaposition of our original crosses, where we observe LoxP silencing via 
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transvection, with our extra cross, where transvection is eliminated, establishes an ideal 

system for future studies to elucidate the mechanism of transvection in mammals.  

 

Results 

LoxP recombination is inhibited during germline conditional deletion  

In order to conditionally delete a floxed allele of Kdm1a (Figure 1A,B), we crossed 

floxed Kdm1a mice (Wang et al., 2007) to a transgenic Cre recombinase line in which 

Cre is driven by the germline specific Vasa/Ddx4 promoter (hereafter referred to as 

Vasa-Cre) (Figure 1B). The Vasa-Cre transgene is expressed exclusively in the 

germline of male and female mice beginning just prior to birth(Gallardo et al., 2007).  

Additionally, in mothers carrying the transgene, VASA-CRE protein is maintained in the 

mature oocyte and can induce LoxP recombination in the early embryo. Therefore to 

avoid the maternal contribution, Vasa-Cre males were used during F2 crosses (Figure 

1B).  

Upon crossing floxed F0 Kdm1a males to Vasa-Cre females, we observed 100% 

recombination between LoxP sites (Figure 1B). The high recombination efficiency in the 

initial F1 cross led us to expect the remaining floxed Kdm1a allele to recombine with 

similar high efficiency. However, during subsequent F2 crosses to generate 

homozygous conditional mutants, we find that the efficiency of LoxP recombination is 

dramatically reduced, with a failure to recombine observed in 67% of progeny (N=43). 

Importantly, this reduction in LoxP recombination efficiency is specific to the Vasa-Cre 

transgene, as 100% recombination is achieved in both F1 and F2 crosses when Kdm1a 
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is conditionally deleted with either of the oocyte-expressed Cre transgenes, Zp3-Cre 

and Gdf9-Cre (Ancelin et al., 2016; Wasson et al., 2016). 

 

The Vasa-Cre transgene is still expressed during LoxP inhibition  

It is possible that the dramatic reduction in the efficiency of LoxP recombination in F2 

crosses is caused by silencing of the Vasa-Cre transgene. To examine this possibility, 

we performed immunofluorescence on F2 testes in which the LoxP sites fail to 

recombine. We observe that CRE protein is expressed in spermatocytes and 

spermatids in the F2 testes that largely fail to undergo recombination (Figure 2). This 

suggests that the inhibition of recombination is likely caused by silencing of the LoxP 

sites themselves, rather than the lack of CRE expression from the Vasa-Cre transgene. 

This conclusion is identical what has previously been suggested for Sycp1-Cre 

mediated transvection (Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002). 

 

Adding an extra generation alleviates LoxP inhibition  

Little is known about the mechanism of transvection in mammals. However, based on 

the example of paramutation at the b1 locus in maize, transvection might be facilitated 

by a molecule able to diffuse between the two homologous chromosomes. During our 

crosses to conditionally delete Kdm1a in the germline, a LoxP targeted diffusible 

molecule could be generated in the F1 germline. This molecule could then be packaged 

into the F1 sperm, and direct the silencing machinery in the early embryo to the LoxP 

sites on the paternally inherited floxed chromosome. If transvection in our crosses 

occurred via this mechanism, then we could potentially alleviate the transvection event 
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by crossing our F1 mice to Wild Type for a generation before backcrossing to the 

Kdm1a floxed mice. In this case, the sperm would no longer contain the diffusible 

molecule generated in the F1 germline.  To test this hypothesis, we added an additional 

cross to Wild Type after the F1 generation to generate F2 mice (hereafter referred to as 

extra cross F1 mice). These resulting extra cross F1 mice are genotypically identical to 

the F1 mice in our original cross, but with a different parental history. Compared to the 

original cross that resulted in only 33% recombination, the addition of this extra cross 

restored LoxP recombination to 100% efficiency (N=35) (Figure 3A). This result 

suggests that the LoxP sites in our original cross are being epigenetically silenced. 

The alleviation of transvection with the extra cross is consistent with a model 

where a freely diffusible molecule can silence LoxP sequences in trans. Based on this 

model, crossing to a different floxed gene might result in LoxP silencing at this 

additional locus. To test this possibility, we crossed F1 mice, containing one deleted 

allele and one wild-type allele of Kdm1a, to mice that are homozygous for the floxed 

allele of Arl13b. In this cross (hereafter referred to as the heterologous cross), we find 

that the floxed allele of Arl13b recombines 100% of the time (Figure 3A,B), suggesting 

that transvection is confined to the Kdm1a locus. This indicates that the LoxP 

recognition sequence is not sufficient to initiate silencing, and that sequences flanking 

the LoxP may also be involved.  

 

Sperm RNA does not target LoxP sites for inactivation. 

The successful recombination in the F1 extra cross mice supports a transvection model 

involving a freely diffusible molecule. Based on the example of paramutation at the b1 
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locus in maize, we considered the possibility that this molecule could be an RNA. For 

example, if small RNAs targeting the LoxP site were generated in the germline as a 

response to the first recombination event, they could be deposited in F1 sperm and 

initiate silencing of the LoxP sites on the homologous chromosome in the early F2 

embryo. The plausibility of such a model has been demonstrated at the Kit locus in 

mice, where sperm RNA mediates a trans-generational silencing event 

(Rassoulzadegan et al., 2006).  

If the observed transvection were due to small RNAs targeting the floxed Kdm1a 

allele, we reasoned they should only be present, or at least be more abundant, in F1 

sperm from the original cross. To examine this possibility, we produced small RNA 

libraries from multiple F1 sperm samples derived either from the original cross or the 

extra cross. However, we do not detect any RNA reads specifically overlapping with the 

LoxP recognition site. We also failed to detect any enrichment for F1 original cross 

small RNAs mapping to the regions flanking the LoxP sites (Figure 4A). This lack of 

small RNA enrichment at the Kdm1 floxed locus was not due to a deficiency in our small 

RNA libraries, as we detect the normal high number of reads mapping to the 5’ half of 

tRNA-Gly-GCC-5-1 (Figure 4B). Furthermore, we also did not detect any consistent 

differences in micro RNAs (miRNA), piwi-RNAs (piRNA), repeats, ribosomoal RNAs 

(rRNA) or transfer RNAs (tRNAs) between replicates (Supplemental Figure 1). Taken 

together, these results seem to exclude the possibility that LoxP targeted small RNA 

molecules deposited in sperm are responsible for silencing of the LoxP site in trans.  

 

LoxP sites are DNA methylated prior to LoxP inhibition.  
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Previously, it was suggested that inhibition of LoxP recombination occurs via DNA 

methylation of two CpG dinucleotides within the 34bp LoxP site (Figure 

1A)(Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002). This methylation was hypothesized to block the 

binding of the CRE recombinase to the LoxP recognition site (Rassoulzadegan et al., 

2002). To determine if DNA methylation might also account for the decreased 

recombination efficiency in our F2 original cross mice, we used bisulfite DNA 

methylation analysis to determine the methylation status of the LoxP sites in our 

crosses. Consistent with the observations of Rassoulzadegan and colleagues, we found 

DNA methylation at two CpG dinucleotides within the LoxP recognition sites that were 

inhibited from recombining (Figure 5A,D). We also detect methylation at CpG 

dinucleotides immediately adjacent (1 CpG 11bp 5’ and 2 CpG’s 9bp 3’ and 28bp 3’) to 

the LoxP site (Figure 5D). However, we observed a similar methylation profile in F1 

extra cross alleles that recombined with perfect efficiency (Figure 5C). Furthermore, the 

F0 floxed Kdm1a allele used to initiate these crosses was also fully methylated at these 

CpG dinucleotides, in the complete absence of any Cre transgene (Figure 5B). These 

data strongly suggest that DNA methylation is not sufficient to inhibit LoxP 

recombination in these mice.  

In addition to CpG DNA methylation, we also observe non-CpG methylation in 

the LoxP recognition site (Supplemental Figure 2). This methylation occurs at one of the 

cytosine residues that was also previously reported to be methylated in Sycp1-Cre 

crosses (Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002). The observation of this non-CpG methylation in 

F1 original cross mice, where recombination occurs with full efficiency, indicates that 
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this non-CpG methylation also does not inhibit LoxP recombination (Supplemental 

Figure 2B).   

We were surprised to find that Kdm1a LoxP sites were already methylated at 

CpG residues prior to the introduction of the Cre transgene. This suggests that LoxP 

sites may be stochastically targeted by DNA methylation. To determine if this is the 

case, we assayed the DNA methylation status of the LoxP recognition sequence in 

another floxed allele at the Arl13b locus(Su et al., 2012). These mice have been shown 

to undergo normal LoxP recombination with several different Cre transgenic 

lines(Higginbotham et al., 2013; Su et al., 2012).  Similar to what we observed in Kdm1a 

mice, we find that the two CpG dinucleotides in the Arl13b LoxP recognition sequence 

are also largely methylated (Figure 5A). This result is consistent with our conclusion that 

DNA methylation is not sufficient to inhibit LoxP recombination. 

 

CpG methylation does not inhibit CRE binding to LoxP sites.  

Our observations that LoxP sites can recombine normally even when they are fully 

methylated suggests that the CRE recombinase must be able to bind to methylated 

LoxP recognition sequences. To test the ability of CRE to bind methylated LoxP sites, 

we performed electrophoresis mobility shift assays (EMSA). EMSAs were performed 

with radiolabeled 34bp LoxP probes that were either methylated or unmethylated at 

both CpG dinucleotides (Figure 1A). Recombinant CRE protein produced a strong 

retarded mobility complex with the unmethylated LoxP recognition sequence, indicating 

that CRE binds with high affinity to the LoxP site (Figure 6, lanes 1 and 2). This binding 

was specific, as LoxP sequences, but not an unrelated promoter sequence, could 
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compete for binding at 200-fold excess (Figure 6, lanes 3 and 4). Most importantly, CRE 

binding was also independent of methylation status, as the fully methylated LoxP probe 

produced an identical pattern of strongly retarded mobility (Figure 6, lanes 5-8)). This 

result, that CRE binds to the LoxP recognition sequence regardless of DNA methylation 

status, is consistent with our in vivo observations that DNA methylation does not inhibit 

LoxP recombination.  

 

Discussion  

To generate mice with Kdm1a deleted in the germline, we crossed floxed Kdm1a mice 

to Vasa-Cre transgenic mice (Gallardo et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). In the initial F1 

cross, LoxP sites recombined with high efficiency. However, upon backcrossing to 

generate germline homozygous deleted mice, we found that the efficiency of LoxP 

recombination on the remaining floxed allele was dramatically reduced. This reduction 

was not caused by silencing of the Vasa-Cre transgene, as CRE remained robustly 

expressed in mice where the LoxP sites failed to recombine. This suggests that the 

LoxP sites themselves are becoming silenced. In addition, the decrease in 

recombination efficiency is specific to Vasa-Cre, as normal recombination is observed 

with both Zp3-Cre and Gdf9-Cre (Ancelin et al., 2016; Wasson et al., 2016). Since the 

inhibition of LoxP recombination in the F2 germline only occurs after initial exposure to 

VASA-CRE, we conclude that it is dependent upon germline exposure to CRE in the F1 

animals. Thus, initial exposure to CRE must trigger an alteration, either in the chromatin 

itself or in the associated cellular environment, which can be propagated through sperm 

to the next generation. In the subsequent F2 animals, this alteration can then inhibit the 
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floxed Kdm1a allele on the homologous chromosome from efficient recombination. 

Therefore we conclude, as was previously concluded for Sycp1, that the inhibition of 

LoxP recombination occurs via a transvection event. This second example of Cre-

initiated transvection reinforces the conclusion that certain meiotically expressed Cre 

alleles can initiate transvection in mammals.  

Since transvection can be initiated by two different Cre transgenes that are 

expressed during meiosis, it is tempting to hypothesize that the phenomenon is 

triggered by LoxP recombination specifically during meiosis. However, in our crosses, 

recombination first occurs in the early embryo, rather than during meiosis, due to 

maternally-inherited CRE from the F0 mother. Therefore, we propose that transvection 

in our crosses may be triggered by CRE protein binding to the already deleted LoxP site 

during meiosis, rather than by meiotic LoxP recombination. It is possible that binding of 

ectopic CRE recombinase to DNA during meiosis, and/or the recombinase trying 

repeatedly to initiate a double stranded break, could trigger a surveillance mechanism 

targeted to DNA damage or foreign elements.  

 There are two prevailing models for the mechanism of transvection. The first 

theorizes that transvection occurs during via a physical interaction between the 

homologous chromosomes when they are paired during meiosis. The second invokes a 

molecule able to freely diffuse between the homologous chromosomes. Thus far, the 

only two examples of Cre-initiated transvection occur in animals expressing Cre during 

meiosis. These observations seem to be consistent with a model where that 

transvection requires a close physical interaction between chromosomes. However, the 

floxed Kdm1a allele in our F2 original cross mice is blocked from recombining via a 
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transvection event that must occur prior to the onset of Vasa-Cre expression. 

Otherwise, the floxed Kdm1a allele would presumably recombine with full efficiency. In 

male mice, expression of Vasa-Cre begins at embryonic day 18 with full deletion 

obtained before birth (Gallardo et al., 2007). Surprisingly, this expression is much earlier 

than the onset of meiosis in males, which occurs after birth (Bowles and Koopman, 

2007). This suggests that the Kdm1a transvection occurs in germ cells before birth, 

arguing against a simple model where it occurs via physical interaction during meiosis.  

If Cre-mediated transvection does not require the physical association of the 

floxed and deleted alleles, it is possible that a freely diffusible molecule allows for 

communication between chromosomes in trans. If such a molecule is generated during 

the initial LoxP recombination in the F1 germline, it could be packaged into sperm and 

target the remaining floxed allele on the homologous chromosome for silencing in the 

embryo following fertilization. To test this possibility, we performed the F1 extra cross. 

Remarkably, this extra cross completely restored recombination efficiency, raising the 

possibility that a diffusible molecule could be propagated through sperm in our crosses. 

Based on previous evidence from the kit locus in mice, we wondered whether this 

diffusible molecule could be a specific RNA (Rassoulzadegan et al., 2006). However, 

we fail to detect any RNAs selectively present in the original cross sperm that could 

specifically target the LoxP sites. Thus, our data fail to support a model in which 

transvection is initiated by an RNA corresponding to the LoxP recognition site.  

 Although we still do not know the mechanism of mammalian transvection, our 

data nevertheless provide significant insight. We propose that the binding of CRE 

recombinase protein to the LoxP recognition site during meiosis triggers an alteration 
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that can be propagated through sperm to initiate transvection in the resulting embryo. It 

is possible that this alteration could be a type of histone modification (Brykczynska et 

al.; Hammoud et al., 2009), or an unknown molecule. Regardless, the alteration must 

then be maintained throughout embryonic development into the germline, where it 

initiates the transvection event that blocks the recombination of the LoxP sites on the 

homologous chromosome. Furthermore, this silencing of the LoxP sites must occur in 

germ cells prior to the expression of Vasa-Cre at birth, well before the onset of meiosis. 

Intriguingly, the ICRs of imprinted loci have recently been shown to initiate a 

transvection event in pre-meiotic germ cells (Sandhu et al., 2009). Based on this 

example, we speculate that CRE initiated transvection may also occur in pre-meiotic 

germ cells, either via a physical interaction or a freely diffusible molecule. However, we 

find that adding an extra cross eliminates the Kdm1a transvection. This suggests that 

any alteration propagated through sperm to initiate transvection is not stable enough to 

be maintained through a subsequent generation. Thus, the alteration may be 

reprogrammed in the germline, to prevent it from being passed on to future generations.  

Our data also provide mechanistic insight into the mechanism of LoxP silencing. 

In the previous case of meiotic Cre-initiated transvection, it was concluded that DNA 

methylation inhibits LoxP recombination (Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002).  Our results, 

both in vivo and in vitro, directly contradict this conclusion. It is possible that these two 

observations are mechanistically unrelated. However, since both cases involve the 

silencing of LoxP recombination via a transvection event when Cre is meiotically 

expressed, we favor the idea that these phenomena are related. If this is the case, the 
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observed acquisition of DNA methylation in the case of Sycp-1 may have been 

correlative rather than causative (Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002).  

Importantly, we find that adding an extra generation between the F1 and F2 

generations completely eliminates silencing, despite the fact that that both crosses were 

performed with animals that are genetically identical at the floxed locus. This finding 

leads to three new insights. First, the fact that parental history, rather than genotype, 

determines the outcome strongly suggests that inhibition of LoxP recombination is an 

epigenetic phenomenon. Second, our results provide a roadmap for the use of other 

meiotic Cre transgenes that may be associated with similar LoxP silencing. Although we 

are aware of only one additional published example of meiotic Cre initiated transvection 

(Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002), personal communications indicate other likely examples 

of meiotic Cre-initiated LoxP silencing. The data presented here suggest that the simple 

addition of an extra cross could enable efficient use of these meiotically expressed Cre 

transgenes.  Finally, by uncovering a system where the simple addition of an extra 

cross completely eliminates transvection, we have established an important in vivo 

mouse model that can be used to elucidate the mechanism of transvection in mammals. 
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Materials and Methods 

Animal husbandry and ethics statement 

The following mouse strains were used: Kdm1a/Lsd1 floxed allele (Wang et al., 2007), 

Vasa-Cre (Gallardo et al., 2007) and Arl13b floxed allele (Su et al., 2012). The strains 

were obtained directly from the Rosenfeld, Castrillon and Caspary labs. Genotyping 

primers are listed in Table 1. All mouse work was performed under protocols approved 

by the Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.  

 

Testis Immunostaining  

Dissected testes were fixed for 105 minutes at 4C in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed in 

1x PBS for 2 hours, then transferred to a 30% sucrose solution overnight at 4°C.  The 

tissue was then embedded in OCT compound (Tissue-Tek). 10µm sections were 

incubated in a humidified chamber with anti-mouse CRE antibody (Sigma Aldrich 

C7988) diluted to 1:500 in 1x PBS, 1% heat-inactivated goat serum (Invitrogen 

16210072) and 0.5% Triton X-100 overnight at 4°C, and then in secondary goat anti-

mouse antibody (Invitrogen A11001 used at 1:500) at room temperature for 2 hours. 

Slides were then washed in 1x PBS three times and mounted in ProLong antifade 

(Molecular Probes).  

 

Bisulfite analysis  

Bisulfite conversion was performed using 400ng of either tail or testis DNA using the EZ 

Methylation Kit (Zymogen). Following bisulfite conversion, the samples were amplified 
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using the primers listed in Table 1 and TA cloned (Invitrogen 450040) for sequencing. 

BiQ Analyzer was used to analyze bisulfite sequencing data (Bock et al., 2005). 

 

Electropheretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)  

34bp loxP oligonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (either 

methylated or unmethylated at both CpG residues), labeled with T4 polynucleotide 

kinase (M0201S), and annealed. Probe sequences are listed in Table 1. All probes were 

purified in 5% acrylamide gels. Mobility shift reactions were carried out in 30ul at room 

temperature for 30 minutes in CRE buffer (NEB) with 20,000 cpm radiolabelled DNA, 

0.15 ug/ul poly(dI:dC) and 1 unit of CRE protein (NEB). Reaction mixtures were 

analyzed without loading dye on 1.5mm thick 5% acrylamide gels in 1/4XTBE. 

 

Next generation sequencing 

Sperm from male mice was collected from the cauda epidydimis from both the original 

cross F1 or the extra cross F1. Four independent samples were collected (two for each 

cross). RNA was extracted from each sperm sample using Trizol and the samples were 

treated as biological replicates. Between 250 to 1500 ng of RNA were used to prepare 

small RNA libraries using the TruSeq Small RNA Sample Prep kit according to 

manufacturer’s instructions (Illumina).  

Small RNA libraries were clipped using FASTX Toolkit version 0.0.13, and reads 

longer than 18 nucleotides after clipping were mapped to the mouse genome (mm10) 

using Bowtie 1.1.2 (allowing up to one mismatch). Reads mapping to the genome were 

then mapped sequentially to a series of FASTA files containing rRNAs (Ensembl), 
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miRNAs (hairpin from miRBase), tRNAs (GtRNA db), repeats (Repbase), piRNA 

clusters (Li et al., 2013) and Refseq (NCBI). To identify potential small RNAs targeting 

the LoxP site or its immediate surroundings, all reads over 18 nucleotides after clipping 

were mapped using Bowtie (1 mismatch allowed) to the floxed Kdm1a allele. Coverage 

plots for the floxed Kdm1a and for tRNAs were then produced using BEDTools v2.24.0-

33 (Quinlan and Hall, 2010)and plotted using R (R Core Team, 2013).  

 

Data availability 

All strains and reagents are available upon request. Gene expression data have been 

deposited into the Gene Expression Omnibus with accession number TBD.  File S1 

contains all supplemental figure legends. File S2 contains Supplemental Figure 1. File 

S3 contains Supplemental Figure 2. File S4 contains Table 1 with EMSA and bisulfite 

primer sequences.  
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Figure 1. Inhibition of LoxP recombination during second passage through the 

germline. (A) Diagram of the floxed Kdm1a locus. The two CpG residues in the 34bp 

LoxP recognition sequence are underlined. (B) Diagram of the cross used to generate 

germline Kdm1a conditional knockout mice. In F1 mice the floxed Kdm1a locus deletes 

with 100% efficiency. However, in F2 mice the LoxP sites are largely inhibited from 

recombining. (C) Sample genotyping showing the ability to distinguish all possible 

genotypes during the crosses. 
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Figure 2. The expression of CRE in inhibited F2 testes. DAPI (A), Vasa-Cre (B), and 

merge (C). Vasa-Cre is still expressed in spermatocytes (arrowheads) and spermatids 

(arrows) of F2 testes that fail to recombine.  
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Figure 3. (A) Diagram of the extra cross and heterologous cross. As in the original 

cross (Figure 1), floxed Kdm1a mice are initially crossed to Vasa-Cre to generate F1 

heterozygotes. However, unlike in the original cross, the F1 heterozygotes are 

subsequently crossed to WT to generate F1 extra cross mice. These mice are 

genotypically identical to the original cross F1 mice, but differ in their parental history. 

Upon backcrossing to the floxed mice, the F2 progeny of these extra cross F1 mice now 

recombine with 100% efficiency.  Alternatively, F1 heterozygotes are crossed to floxed 

Arl13b mice (heterologous cross). In the heterologous cross, the LoxP sequences 

recombine with 100% efficiency. (B) Sample genotyping showing the ability to 

distinguish Arl13b genotypes.  
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 Figure 4. Sperm small RNAs do not target LoxP sites. (A) Coverage plots of LoxP sites 

(red arrows) flanking exon 6 in Kdm1a, showing very few reads mapping to the Kdm1a 

floxed locus and no difference between F1 original cross sperm (top) and F1 extra cross 

sperm (bottom) in two biological replicates. The LoxP sites are intended to show the 

relative position, and are not drawn to scale. Plus strand is shown in blue and minus 

strand is shown in red. (B) For comparison, coverage plots of the plus strand (blue) of 

tRNA-Gly-GCC-5-1 are shown for the same libraries.  
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Figure 5. Bisulfite DNA methylation analysis of the LoxP recognition site. (A) Diagram 

depicting the LoxP site that was analyzed from the Kdm1a floxed allele (marked with 1), 

the Kdm1a deleted allele (marked with 2) and the Arl13b floxed allele (marked with 3). 

In vivo bisulfite analysis of the two CpG dinucleotides in the LoxP recognition sequence 

(denoted by the line above), as well as CpG residues from the flanking region, in the F0 

floxed allele prior to recombination (B), the F1 deleted allele after recombination (C), the 

F2 floxed allele that does not recombine (D), and the F2 Arl13b floxed allele (E). 
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Figure 6. Binding of CRE to the LoxP recognition sequence. Electrophoresis mobility 

shift assays with the unmethylated LoxP recognition sequence (lanes 1-4) and the fully 

methylated LoxP site (lanes 5-8) bound to recombinant CRE protein (lanes 2-4 and 6-8) 

or with probe alone (lanes 1 and 5). The retarded mobility shift complex is indicated by 

the black arrow to the left. In lanes 3 and 7, the retarded mobility shift complex has been 

competed with 200-fold molar excess of specific LoxP competitor probe, while in lanes 4 

and 8, the retarded mobility shift complex has been competed with non-specific (NS) 

competitor. 
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Supplemental Figure 1. No small RNA classes are enriched in either original cross or 

extra cross sperm. Scatter plots from two independent biological replicates comparing 

transcript levels in F1 extra cross sperm and F1 original cross sperm for the following 

small RNA gene classes: micro RNA, PIWI-interacting RNA, ribosomal RNA, tRNAs, 

repeats (transposons and other repetitive sequences), and Refseq (small RNAs that did 

not map to other categories).  
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Supplemental Figure 2. Non-CpG methylation of the LoxP recognition site. Bisulfite 

converted sequence from (A) the F0 Kdm1a floxed allele prior to recombination, (B) the 

F1 Kdm1a deleted allele after recombination, and (C) the F2 Kdm1a floxed allele that 

does not recombine. The methylated non-CpG cytosine just 5’ of the CpG (denoted by 

the line above) in the LoxP site is shown in red. The sequences are depicted in the 

same order as the lollipop representations in Figure 5. 
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Table 1 

Primer Sequence Assay 

LoxP sense 5’-ATAACT TCGTATAATGTATGCTATACGAAGTTAT-3’ EMSA 

LoxP 
antisense 

5’-ATAACTTCGTATAGCATACATTATACGAAGTTAT-3’ 
 

EMSA 

LoxP sense 
methylated(CH
3) 

5’-
ATAACTC(CHE)GTATAATGTATGCTATAC(CH3)GAAG
TTAT-3’ 

EMSA 

LoxP 
antisense 
methylated 
(CH3) 

5’-
ATAACTC(CH3)GTATAGCATACATTATAC(CH3)GAAG
TTAT-3’ 

EMSA 

archipelago 
(ago) promoter 
NS 

5’GGAGGGTGGGAAGAGAATGAATACGAATATGGGA
AAATGT 3’ 
 

EMSA 

KDM1 Bisf 
Reverse 

5’-ACAATTCAATTACTTTCAAACTATAAAAAC-3’ Bisulfit
e 

KDM1 Bisf 
Forward 

5’-AGGGGATTAGTTTGGGTTGT-3’ Bisulfit
e 

KDM1 Del 
Right 

5’-CCATAATTACTAACACCTCAAA-3’ Bisulfit
e 

KDM1 Del Left 5’-TGGTTTATATTGGTATAGTTGTGAAGG-3’ Bisulfit
e 

Arl13b loxp 
Left 

5’-GGGAATTGTATAGGGTTATATTAGGA3’ Bisulfit
e 

Arl13b loxp 
Right 

5’-CAAAACTTTATCAATCCAAACAA-3’ Bisulfit
e 
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